d£ÀªÀj-2021 ªÀiÁºÉAiÀÄ°è PÀ°PÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄPÁj ªÀiÁqÀ®Ä
PÉÊUÉÆ¼Àî¨ÉÃPÁzÀ PÀæªÀÄUÀ¼À ªÀiÁUÀð¸ÀÆa
 «zÁåyðUÀ¼ÀÄ

¸ÀAªÉÃzÀ

PÀ°PÁA±ÀU¼
À À£ÀÄß

E-PÀ°PÁ

SÁwæ¥Àr¹PÉÆ¼Àî®Ä

vÀgÀUÀwUÀ¼À°è10£ÉÃ
d£ÀªÀj

2021

gÀ

vÀgU
À ÀwAiÀÄ°è

PÀ°wgÀÄªÀ

ªÀiÁºÉAiÀÄ°è

PÀ°PÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß

¥ÀjuÁªÀÄPÁjAiÀiÁV¸À®Ä AiÉÆÃf¹gÀÄªÀ CzsÁåAiÀÄUÀ½UÉ ¸ÀA§A¢ü¹zÀAvÉ MzÀV¸À¯ÁVgÀÄªÀ
¤¢ðµÀÖ CxÀªÁ ¸À®ºÁvÀäPÀ ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ/ ºÁ¼ÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß §¼À¹PÉÆAqÀÄ ªÉÆzÀ®ªÁgÀzÀ°è
«zÁåyðUÀ¼À°è£À

“PÀ°PÁ

CAvÀgÀ”UÀ¼À£ÀÄß

UÀÄwð¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀ

PÁAiÀÄðªÀ£ÄÀ ß

d£ÀªÀj

ªÉÆzÀ®ªÁgÀzÀ°è PÉÊUÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀÅzÀÄ.
 JgÀqÀ£ÉÃ ªÁgÀ¢AzÀ

E¯ÁSÉ PÀ°PÉUÁV MzÀV¸À¯ÁVgÀÄªÀ

¥ÀAiÀiÁðAiÀÄ

±ÉÊPÀëtÂPÀ

AiÉÆÃd£ÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß §¼À¹PÉÆAqÀÄ PÀ°PÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄPÁjAiÀiÁV¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
 d£ÀªÀj ªÀiÁºÉAiÀÄ°è E¯ÁSÉ ¤UÀ¢ü¥Àr¹zÀ CzsÁåAiÀÄUÀ¼À£ÉßÃ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
 ±Á¯ÉUÉ

ºÁdgÁUÀzÀ

ºÁ¼ÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß

«zÁåyðUÀ½UÉ

vÀ®Ä¥ÀÄªÀAvÉ

UÀÄwð¹PÉÆAqÀÄ,

±Á¯ÉUÉ

ªÀiÁr.

MzÀV¸À¯ÁzÀ
CªÀÅUÀ¼À£ÀÄß

ºÁdgÁUÀÄwÛgÀÄªÀ

C¨sÁå¸À
»A¥ÀqÉzÀÄ

«zÁåyðUÀ¼À

ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ/ZÀlÄªÀnPÁ
PÀ°PÁ

CAvÀgÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß

eÉÆvÉeÆ
É vÉAiÀÄ°AiÉÄÃ

D

«zÁåyðUÀ½UÀÆ ¸ÀéP°
À PÉUÉ C£ÀÄPÀÆ°¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
 FUÁUÀ¯ÉÃ F ¸ÁªÀÄxÀåðUÀ¼À£ÀÄß «zÁåyðUÀ¼ÀÄ UÀ½¹zÀÝgÉ, ZÀlÄªÀnPÁ ºÁSÉUÀ¼À ªÀÄÆ®PÀ
CªÀÅUÀ¼À£ÀÄß SÁwæ¥Àr¹PÉÆAqÀÄ, CAvÀºÀ «zÁåyðUÀ½UÉ ¸Àé-PÀ°PÉUÉ CªÀPÁ±À ªÀiÁrPÉÆlÄÖ
E®èªÃÉ ¸ÀAªÉÃzÀ E- ¸ÀA¥À£ÀÆä®UÀ¼À£ÀÄß §¼À¹PÉÆAqÀÄ ¸ÁªÀÄxÀåðUÀ½¸À®Ä C£ÀÄªÀÅ
ªÀiÁrPÉÆqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
 E¯ÁSÉ MzÀV¹gÀÄªÀ ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ/ ZÀlÄªÀnPÁ ºÁ¼ÉU¼
À ÀÄ PÉÃªÀ® ªÀiÁzÀjUÀ¼ÁVzÀÄÝ EªÀÅUÀ¼À
eÉÆvÉUÉ ¤ªÀÄä ¸ÀéAvÀ D¯ÉÆÃZÀ£ÉUÉ vÀPÀÌºÁUÉ CzsÁåAiÀÄzÀ°è£À PÀ°PÁ ¸ÁªÀÄxÀåðUÀ¼À°è£À
PÀ°PÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß «zÁåyðUÀ¼ÀÄ UÀ½¹zÁÝgÉAiÉÄÃ E®èªÉÃ JAzÀÄ SÁwæ ¥Àr¹PÉÆ¼Àî®Ä CxÀªÁ
¤gÀAvÀgÀ PÀ°PÁ PÁAiÀÄðPÀæªÀÄ ªÀÄÄAzÀÄªÀgÉ¸À®Ä ºÉÆ¸À ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ/ZÀlÄªÀnPÁ ºÁ¼ÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß
vÀAiÀiÁj¹PÉÆ¼Àî®Ä CªÀPÁ±À«zÉ.
 EzÀgÀ eÉÆvÉAiÀÄ°è 10 £ÉÃ vÀgÀUw
À AiÀÄ «zÁåyðUÀ½UÉ gÀÆ¥ÀuÁvÀäPÀ ªÀiË®åªÀiÁ¥À£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß
PÉÊUÉÆAqÀÄ zÁR°ÃPÀgÀt ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.

«µÀAiÀÄ: ¥Àæxª
À ÀÄ ¨sÁµÉPÀ£ÀßqÀ
PÀæ.¸ÀA.
1

wAUÀ¼ÀÄ
ªÁgÀ
ªÉÆzÀ®£ÉÃ ªÁgÀ
ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ-1

PÀ°PÁ ¥sÀ®UÀ¼ÀÄ

¸À®ºÁvÀäPÀ ZÀlÄªÀnPÉUÀ¼ÀÄ

AiÀÄÄzÀÞ (UÀzÀå)
PÀ«PÀÈw ¥ÀjZÀAiÀÄ
NzÀÄUÁjPÉ

1.

¸ÁgÁC§Æ§PÀÌgï §UÉÎ
«zÁåyðUÀ¼À
¨ÁAiÉÄÝgÉ
NzÀÄ ºÁUÀÆ ¤gÀÆ¥ÀuÉ.
2. UÀzÀå ¨sÁUÀzÀ ¨ÁAiÉÄÝgÉ
NzÀÄUÁjPÉ

2

ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ-2

AiÀÄÄzÀÞ (UÀzÀå)
UÀzÀå ¨sÁUÀªÀ£ÀÄß UÀæ»¹,
ªÀiËTPÀ/ §gÀºÀ
gÀÆ¥ÀzÀ°è C©üªÀåPÀÛ
¥Àr¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.

1.

3

ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ-3

¸ÀAPÀ®àVÃvÉ (¥ÀzÀå)
PÀ« PÀÈw ¥ÀjZÀAiÀÄ,
PÀªÀ£ÀzÀ D±ÀAiÀÄ,
¸ÁgÁA±À ¤gÀÆ¥ÀuÉ

f.J¸ï. ²ªÀgÀÄzÀæ¥Àà £ÀªÀgÀ
§UÉÎ ªÀiË£À NzÀÄ ºÁUÀÆ
¤gÀÆ¥ÀuÉ.
D±ÀAiÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß CxÉÊð¹PÉÆAqÀÄ,
¥ÀzÀå
N¢,
¸ÁgÁA±À
¤gÀÆ¦¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ,
vÀAqÀUÀ¼À
gÀZÀ£É ºÁUÀÆ PÁgÀå ºÀAaPÉ.

4

ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ-4

ºÀQÌ ºÁgÀÄwzÉ
£ÉÆÃr¢gÁ (¥ÀzÀå)

1.

®¨sÀå «zÁåyðUÀ¼À
vÀAqÀgÀZÀ£É PÁgÀå ºÀAaPÉ,
C©üªÀåQÛ¸À®Ä ²PÀëPÀgÀ
ªÀiÁUÀðzÀ±Àð£À.

zÀ.gÁ ¨ÉÃAzÉæAiÀÄªÀgÀ

ªÀiË®åªÀiÁ¥À£À ZÀlÄªÀnPÉUÀ¼ÀÄ
1. ¯ÉÃRQAiÀÄ PÁ®, ¸ÀÜ¼À PÀÈw
ºÁUÀÆ ¥Àæ±À¹Û PÀÄjvÀ ¥ÀÄlÖ
ªÁPÀåªÀÈAzÀ gÀZ£
À É.
2. «zÁåyðUÀ¼À NzÀÄUÁjPÉ
¸ÀàzsÉð (UÀnÖ NzÀÄ, zsÀé¤AiÀÄ
Kj½vÀ, ¤gÀUÀð¼ÀvÉ)
1. UÀÄA¥ÀÄ-1: UÀzÀå ¨sÁUÀªÀ£ÀÄß
PÀxÉAiÀÄ gÀÆ¥ÀzÀ°è
¸ÀAQë¥ÀÛªÁV ºÉÃ¼ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
2. UÀÄA¥ÀÄ-2: ªÀÄÄzÀÄQ ºÁUÀÆ
gÁ»®£À £ÀqÀÄªÉ £ÀqÉzÀ
¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß
C©ü£À¬Ä¹ vÉÆÃj¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
3. UÀÄA¥ÀÄ-3: UÀzÀå¨sÁUÀ¢AzÀ
UÀæ»¹zÀ ªÀiË®åªÀ£ÀÄß
¤gÀÆ¦¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
4. UÀÄA¥ÀÄ-4: UÀzåÀ ¨sÁUÀPÉÌ
¸ÀA§A¢ü¹zÀ ¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ½UÉ
GvÀÛgÀUÀ¼À£ÄÀ ß ªÀiËTPÀªÁV
ºÉÃ½PÉÆqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ. (J¯Áè
«zÁåyðUÀ¼ÀÄ ¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ½UÉ
GvÀÛgÀªÀ£ÀÄß UÀÈºÀ¥ÁoÀzÀ°è
§gÉzÀÄ vÀgÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ)
1. 1£ÉÃ vÀAqÀ: f.J¸ï
²ªÀgÀÄzÀæ¥Àà £ÀªÀgÀ PÁ®,
¸ÀÜ¼À, PÀÈw, ¥Àæ±À¹ÛAiÀÄ£ÀÄß
PÀÄjvÀÄ ªÁPÀå gÀÆ¥ÀzÀ°è
ºÉÃ¼ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
2. 2£ÉÃ vÀAqÀ: ¥ÀzÀå¨sÁUÀªÀ£ÀÄß
zsÀé¤AiÀÄ Kj½vÀzÆ
É A¢UÉ
gÁUÀªÀªÁV ¥Àæ¸ÀÄÛvÀ
¥Àr¸ÀÄªÀgÀÄ.
3. 3£ÉÃ vÀAqÀ: ¥ÀzÀåzÀ
¸Á®ÄUÀ½UÉ ¸ÁgÁA±ÀªÀ£ÄÀ ß
«ªÀj¸ÀÄªÀgÀÄ.
4. 4£ÉÃ vÀAqÀ: ¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ½UÉ
GvÀÛgÀUÀ¼À£ÄÀ ß ªÀiËTPÀªÁV
ºÉÃ½PÉÆqÀÄªÀgÀÄ (J¯Áè
«zÁåyðUÀ¼ÀÄ
¥Àæ±ÉÆßÃvÀÛgÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß
UÀÈºÀ¥ÁoÀz°
À è
zÁR°¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ)
1. 1£ÉÃ vÀAqÀ: zÀ.gÁ
¨ÉÃAzÉæAiÀÄªÀgÀ PÁ®, ¸ÀÜ¼À,

PÀ«PÀÈw ¥ÀjZÀAiÀÄ
D±ÀAiÀÄ, ¸ÁgÁA±À
¤gÀÆ¥ÀuÉ

§UÉÎ ªÀiË£À NzÀÄ ºÁUÀÆ
¤gÀÆ¥ÀuÉ.
2. D±ÀAiÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß
CxÉÊð¹PÉÆAqÀÄ, ¥ÀzÀå
N¢, ¸ÁgÁA±À
¤gÀÆ¦¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ,
vÀAqÀUÀ¼À gÀZÀ£É ºÁUÀÆ
PÁgÀå ºÀAaPÉ.

ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ-5

±À§j (VÃvÀ £ÁlPÀ)
¥ÀÄ.w. £ÀgÀ¹AºÀZÁgï
PÀ«, PÀÈw ¥ÀjZÀAiÀÄ
±À§j UÀzÀå¨sÁUÀªÀ£ÀÄß
¨ÁAiÉÄÝgÉ NzÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.

1. ¥ÀÄ.w. £ÀgÀ¹AºÀZÁgï
§UÉÎ «zÁåyðUÀ¼À
ªÀiË£ÀNzÀÄ ºÁUÀÆ
¤gÀÆ¥ÀuÉ.
2. UÀzÀå¨sÁUÀzÀ ¨ÁAiÉÄÝgÉNzÀÄ.

ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ-6

±À§j (VÃvÀ £ÁlPÀ)
UÀzÀå¨sÁUÀªÀ£ÀÄß N¢
UÀæ»¹gÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß
ªÀiËTPÀ/
§gÉºÀgÀÆ¥ÀzÀ°èC©üªÀåQÛ¸À
ÄªÀgÀÄ.

®¨sÀå
«zÁåyðUÀ¼À
vÀAqÀgÀZÀ£É, PÁAiÀÄðºÀAaPÉ,
C©üªÀåQÛ¸À®Ä
²PÀëPÀgÀ
ªÀiÁUÀðzÀ±Àð£À.

PÀÈw, ¥Àæ±À¹ÛAiÀÄ£ÀÄß PÀÄjvÀÄ
ªÁPÀågÀÆ¥ÀzÀ°è ºÉÃ¼ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
2. 2£ÉÃ vÀAqÀ: ¥ÀzÀå¨sÁUÀªÀ£ÀÄß
zsÀé¤AiÀÄ Kj½vÀzÆ
É A¢UÉ
gÁUÀÀªÁV ¥Àæ¸ÀÄÛvÀ
¥Àr¸ÀÄªÀgÀÄ.
3. 3£ÉÃ vÀAqÀ: ¥ÀzÀåzÀ
¸Á®ÄUÀ½UÉ ¸ÁgÁA±ÀªÀ£ÄÀ ß
«ªÀj¸ÀÄªÀgÀÄ.
4. 4£ÉÃ vÀAqÀ: ¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ½UÉ
GvÀÛgÀUÀ¼À£ÄÀ ß ªÀiËTPÀªÁV
ºÉÃ½PÉÆqÀÄªÀgÀÄ (J¯Áè
«zÁåyðUÀ¼ÀÄ
¥Àæ±ÉÆßÃvÀÛgÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß
UÀÈºÀ¥ÁoÀz°
À è
zÁR°¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ)
1. ¯ÉÃRPÀgÀ PÁ®, ¸ÀÜ¼À,PÀÈw ºÁUÀÆ
¥Àæ±À¹Û PÀÄjvÀ ¥ÀÄlÖ ªÁPÀå ªÀÈAzÀ
gÀZÀ£É.
2. «zÁåyðUÀ¼À NzÀÄUÁjPÉ ¸ÀàzsÉð
(UÀnÖ NzÀÄ, zsÀé¤AiÀÄKj½vÀ,
¤gÀUÀð¼ÀvÉ)
1. vÀAqÀ-1 :- ±À§j
PÀxÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÀéAvÀ ªÁPÀåzÀ°è
ºÉÃ¼ÀÄªÀgÀÄ.
2. vÀAqÀ-2:- ±À§j-gÁªÀÄ®PÀëöätgÀ £ÀqÀÄ«£À
¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß
C©ü£À¬Ä¹ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
3. vÀAqÀ-3:- ±À§j-gÁªÀÄ
EªÀgÀ fÃªÀ£À¢AzÀ UÀæ»¹zÀ
ªÀiË®å ¤gÀÆ¦¸ÀÄªÀgÀÄ.
4. vÀAqÀ-4:- UÀzÀå ¨sÁUÀPÉÌ
¸ÀA§A¢ü¹zÀAvÉ MAzÀÄ
CAPÀzÀ ¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ¼À£ÀÄß
¹zÀÞ¥Àr¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
(J¯Áè «zÁåyðUÀ¼ÀÄ
UÀÈºÀ¥ÁoÀPÁAiÀÄðzÀ°è ¥Àæ±Éß–
GvÀÛgÀ §gÉAiÀÄÄªÀÅzÀÄ.)

PÀæ.¸ÀA.
1

wAUÀ¼ÀÄ
ªÁgÀ
JgÀq£
À ÉÃ ªÁgÀ
ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ-1

PÀ°PÁ ¥sÀ®UÀ¼ÀÄ
¨sÁUÀå ²°àUÀ¼ÀÄ (UÀzÀå)
1.¯ÉÃRPÀgÀ ¥ÀjZÀAiÀÄ
2.UÀzÀåzÀ ªÀiÁzÀj,
¨ÁAiÉÄÝgÉ, NzÀÄUÁjPÉ

¸À®ºÁvÀäPÀ ZÀlÄªÀnPÉUÀ¼ÀÄ

ªÀiË®åªÀiÁ¥À£À ZÀlÄªÀnPÉUÀ¼ÀÄ

1. r.J¸ï. dAiÀÄ¥ÀàUËqÀgÀ
¥ÀjZÀAiÀÄzÀ PÀÄjvÀÄ ªÀiË£À
NzÀÄ
2.®¨sÀå
«zÁåyðUÀ½UÉ
C£ÀÄUÀÄtªÁV PÀ¤µÀÖ 3
vÀAqÀUÀ¼À gÀZÀ£É ºÁUÀÆ
PÁAiÀÄð ºÀAaPÉ
DAiÀÄÝ UÀzÀå ¨sÁUÀPÉÌ
¸ÀA§A¢ü¹zÀAvÉ
D±ÀÄ¨sÁµÀt ¸ÀàzsÉð.

1. r.J¸ï.dAiÀÄ¥ÀàUËqÀgÀ ¥ÀjZÀAiÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß
¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉ gÀÆ¥ÀzÀ°è NzÀÄªÀgÀÄ.
2. vÀAqÀUÀ¼À £ÀqÀÄªÉ NzÀÄUÁjPÉ ¸ÀàzsÉð
(UÀnÖ NzÀÄ, ¤gÀUÀð¼ÀvÉ zsÀé¤AiÀÄ Kj½vÀ
¨sÁµÁ ¸ÀàµÀÖvÉ)

2

ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ-2

£Á®ér PÀÈµÀÚgÁd
MqÉAiÀÄgÀ ¨Á®å ºÁUÀÆ
¸ÁzsÀ£ÉUÀ¼ÀÄ
(¥ÀÄl ¸ÀASÉå 38 jAzÀ
40)

3

ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ-3

¥ÀÄl ¸ÀASÉå 38 jAzÀ
40

¥Àæ±ÉßPÉÆÃp gÀa¸À®Ä
ªÀiÁUÀðzÀ±Àð£À
¤ÃqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.

«±ÉéÃ±ÀégÀAiÀÄå£ÀªÀgÀ fÃªÀ£À
¸ÁzsÀ£É

¥ÀÄl 40 jAzÀ 43gÀ
ªÀgÉV£À
UÀzÀå¨sÁUÀzÀ
¨ÁAiÉÄÝgÉ NzÀÄUÁjPÉ
£ÀgÀÆ¥ÀuÉ/ ¨sÁµÀt

4

ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ-4

5

ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ-5

ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ– 5

«±ÉéÃ±ÀégÀAiÀÄå£ÀªÀgÀÄ
ªÉÄÊ¸ÀÆgÀÄ ¢ªÁ£ÀgÁV
¸À°è¹zÀ ¸ÉÃªÉ ºÁUÀÆ
PÉëÃvÀæPÉÌ ¤ÃrzÀ PÉÆqÀÄUÉ
§UÉÎ ªÀiËTPÀ C¨sÀªÀåQÛ
C¨sÁå¸À ¥ÀwæPÉ ¨sÁUÀå
²°àUÀ¼ÀÄ UÀzÀåPÉÌ
¸ÀA§A¢ü¹zÀ C¨sÀå±À
¥ÀwæPÉUÉ °TvÀ gÀÆ¥ÀzÀ°è
GvÀÛj¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.

°TvÀ gÀÆ¥ÀzÀ°è GvÀÛgÀ
§gÉAiÀÄÄªÀÅzÀÄ

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ªÀÄºÁgÁtÂ ªÁtÂ «¯Á¸À
ªÀiÁzsÀj ªÉÄÊ¸ÀÆgÀÄ
¥ÀæeÁ ¥Àæw¤¢ü ¸À¨sÉ
£ÁåAiÀÄ «zÁAiÀÄPÀ ¸À¨sÉ
eÁj
ªÀiÁrzÀ
PÁ£ÀÆ£ÀÄ
EªÀÅUÀ½UÉ
¸ÀA§A¢ü¹zÀ
D±ÀÄ¨sÁµÀt
¸ÀàzsÉð
£ÀqÉ¹
ªÀiË®åªÀiÁ¥À£À ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
1. £Á®ér PÀÈµÀÚgÁd MqÉAiÀÄgÀ
¨Á®å ºÁUÀÆ ¸ÁzsÀ£ÉUÀ¼ÀÄ
PÀÄjvÀ
UÀzÀå
¨sÁUÀPÉÌ
«zÁåyðUÀ½AzÀ¯ÉÃ
MAzÀÄ
ªÁPÀåzÀ ¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ¼À£ÀÄß gÀa¸À®Ä
ºÉÃ¼ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ. (PÀ¤µÀÖ 10)
N¢zÀ UÀzÀå¨sÁUÀPÉÌ ¸ÀA§A¢ü¹zÀ
¥Àæ±ÉßPÉÆÃp gÀa¸À®Ä w½¸ÀÄªÀzÀÄ
(MAzÀÄ ªÁPÀåzÀ ¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ¼ÀÄ)
8-10 ªÁPÀåUÀ¼À ªÁPÀå ªÀÈAzÀ
gÀZÀ£É (J¯Áè «zÁåyðUÀ½AzÀ)
¨sÁµÀt
gÀÆ¥ÀzÀ°è ¥Àæ¸ÀÄÛvÀ
¥Àr¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
GvÀÛgÀUÀ¼À£ÄÀ ß ªÀiË®åªÀiÁ¥À£À
ªÀiÁr zÁR°ÃPÀgÀt
ªÀiÁrPÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀÅzÀÄ.

C¨sÁå¸À ¥ÀwæPÉ -1

PÉÆnÖgÀÄªÀ ¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ½UÉ MAzÀÄ ªÁPÀåzÀ°è GvÀÛj¹.
1. £Á®érPÀÈµÀÚgÁd MqÉAiÀÄgÀ jÃeÉAlgÁV DqÀ½vÀ ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ ªÀiÁrzÀªÀgÀÄ AiÀiÁgÀÄ?
2. £Á®érPÀÈµÀÚgÁd MqÉAiÀÄgÀÄ AiÀiÁgÀ ¸ÀºÀPÁgÀzÉÆqÀ£É ªÉÄÊ¸ÀÆgÀÄ gÁdåzÀ
¸ÀªÀðvÉÆÃªÀÄÄR C©üªÀÈ¢ÞUÉ PÀAPÀt §zÀÞgÁzÀgÀÄ?
3. ¥ÀæeÁ ¥Àæw¤¢ü ¸À¨sÉAiÀÄÄ JµÀÖgÀ°è ±Á¸À£À§zÀÞ ¸ÀA¸ÉÜAiÀiÁV ªÀiÁ¥ÁðqÁ¬ÄvÀÄ.
4. £ÁåAiÀÄ «zsÁAiÀÄPÀ ¸À¨sÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß £Á®érPÀÈµÀÚgÁd MqÉAiÀÄgÀÄ JµÀÖg°
À è DgÀA©ü¹zÀgÀÄ?
5. £ÁåAiÀÄ «zsÁAiÀÄPÀ ¸À¨sÉUÉEzÀÞ «±ÉÃµÀ C¢üPÁgÀªÉÃ£ÀÄ?

6. ‘¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ PÁ£ÀÆ£ÀÄUÀ¼À ºÀjPÁgÀ’ JAzÀÄ ºÉ¸ÀgÁzÀªÀgÀÄ AiÀiÁgÀÄ?
7. KµÁå RAqÀzÀ¯ÉèÃ ªÉÆzÀ® d®«zÀÄåvïAiÉÆÃd£É AiÀiÁªÀÅzÀÄ?
8. PÀ£ÀßqÀ £Ár£À ªÉÆlÖ ªÉÆzÀ® «±Àé«zÁå¤®AiÀÄ AiÀiÁªÀÅzÀÄ?
9. «±ÉéÃ±ÀégÀAiÀÄå£ÀªÀgÀ vÀAzÉ–vÁ¬ÄAiÀÄ ºÉ¸ÀgÉÃ£ÀÄ?
10. ªÉAPÀl®PÀëöäªÀÄä ¸ÀA¸ÁgÀªÀ£ÀÄß aPÀÌ§¼Áî¥ÀÄgÀPÉÌ ¸ÀÜ¼ÁAvÀj¸À®Ä PÁgÀtªÉÃ£ÀÄ?
11. «±ÉéÃ±ÀégÀAiÀÄå£ÀªÀgÀÄ AiÀiÁgÀ ªÀiÁUÀðzÀ±Àð£ÀzÀ°è G£ÀßvÀ ²PÀët ¥ÀqÉzÀgÀÄ?
12. «±ÉéÃ±ÀégÀAiÀÄå£ÀªÀjUÉ zÉÆgÉvÀ «zÁåyð ªÉÃvÀ£À AiÀiÁªÀÅzÀÄ?
13. r¥ÉÆèªÀiÁ ²PÀëtzÀ°è «±ÉéÃ±ÀégÀAiÀÄå£ÀªÀgÀÄ ¥ÀqÉzÀ §ºÀÄªÀiÁ£À AiÀiÁªÀÅzÀÄ?
14. vÀÆ§Ä ªÉÄÃ¯ÁÎ®ÄªÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß «±ÉéÃ±ÀégÀAiÀÄå£ÀªÀgÀÄ AiÀiÁªÀÅzÀPÉÌ ¤«Äð¹zÀgÀÄ?
15. ªÀÄÄA¨ÉÊ ¥ÁæAvÀåzÀ UÀªÀ£Àðgï ¯ÁqÀð ¸ÀAqï ºÀ¸ÀÖð «±ÉéÃ±ÀªÀgÀAiÀÄå£ÀªÀgÀ£ÀÄß
ºÉÆUÀ¼À®Ä PÁgÀtªÉÃ£ÀÄ?
16. ¸ÀéAiÀÄAZÁ°vÀ ¨ÁV®ÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß AiÀiÁªÀd¯Á±ÀAiÀÄPÉÌ C¼ÀªÀr¸À¯Á¬ÄvÀÄ?
17. ¥ÁæxÀ«ÄPÀ ²PÀët ¤§AzsÀ£ÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß eÁjUÉÆ½¹zÀÝjAzÀ DzÀ §zÀ¯ÁªÀuÉAiÉÄÃ£ÀÄ?
18. vÁAwæPÀ ºÁUÀÆ ªÀÈwÛ¥ÀgÀ ²PÀët ¤ÃqÀ®Ä DgÀA©ü¹zÀ ¸ÀA¸ÉÜUÀ¼ÁªÀÅªÀÅ?
19. PÉÊUÁjUÉ ¥Áæ±À¸ÀÛöå¤Ãr «±ÉéÃ±ÀégÀAiÀÄå£ÀªÀgÀÄ ¤ÃrzÀWÉÆÃµÀuÉAiÀiÁªÀÅzÀÄ?
20. «±ÉéÃ±ÀégÀAiÀÄå£ÀªÀgÀÄ gÀa¹zÀ PÀÈwUÀ¼ÀÄ AiÀiÁªÀÅªÀÅ?

C¨sÁå¸À ¥ÀwæPÉ-1

MlÄÖ CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ-20

II PÉ¼ÀV£À ¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ½UÉ MAzÀÄ ªÁPÀåzÀ°è GvÀÛj¹:

1.
2.
3.
4.

1

X

4 =4

2

X

2 =4

gÁ»®£ÀÄ vÀÄvÀÄð ¥Àj¹Üw ¤ªÀðºÀuÉUÉ ¨sÀzÀæªÁV »rzÀÄPÉÆArzÉÝÃ£ÀÄ?
ªÀÄvÀAUÁ±ÀæªÀÄzÀ°è ªÁ¹«zÀÝ vÀ¥À¹é¤ AiÀiÁgÀÄ?
PÁqÀÄªÉÄÃqÀÄUÀ¼À ¹Üw ºÉÃVzÉ?
ºÀQÌAiÀÄÄ AiÀiÁgÀ£ÀÄß ºÀgÀ¹zÉ?

III PÉ¼ÀV£À ¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ½UÉ JgÀqÀÄ / ªÀÄÆgÀÄ ªÁPÀåUÀ¼À°è GvÀÛj¹ :

1. gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ VjªÀ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß K£ÉAzÀÄ ¥Áæyð¹zÀ£ÀÄ?
2. ºÀQÌAiÀÄ ºÁgÁlªÀ£ÄÀ ß DPÁ±ÀPÉÌ ºÉÃUÉ ºÉÆÃ°¹zÁÝgÉ?
IV zÀ.gÁ.¨ÉÃAzÉæAiÀÄªÀgÀ ¸ÀÜ¼À, PÁ®, PÀÈw ºÁUÀÆ ¥Àæ±À¹ÛAiÀÄ£ÀÄß PÀÄjvÀÄ ªÁPÀå

3

ªÀÈAzÀzÀ°è §gÉ¬Äj
V PÉ¼V
À £À ªÁPÀåªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀAzÀ¨Àð
s ¸À»vÀ ¸ÁégÀ¸ÀåzÉÆqÀ£É «ªÀj¹

3

"£Á£ÁPÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¥ÀjÃQë¸ÀÄªÉ, ¤ÃªÀÅ ©¹¤ÃgÀÄ ¹zÀÞ¥Àr¹"
VI PÉ¼V
À £À ¥ÀzÀå¨sÁUÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀÆPÀÛªÁzÀ GvÀÛgÀ¢AzÀ ¥ÀÆtðUÉÆ½¹

PÀ®Ä¶vÀªÁ¢Ã------------------------------------------ ªÀÄÄmÉÆÖÃt

ªÀÄvÀUÀ¼É®èªÀÇ --------CxÀªÁ -------------------------------- ©vÉÆÛÃt

3

I PÉ¼V
À £À ªÁPÀåUÀ¼À°è SÁ° ©lÖ ¸ÀÜ¼ÀzÀ°è PÉÆnÖgÀÄªÀ DAiÉÄÌUÀ½AzÀ ¸ÀÆPÀÛªÁzÀ GvÀÛgÀª£
À ÀÄß Dj¹

§gÉ¬Äj.

1

X

3 =4

1. 'G£Áäz'À ¥ÀzÀªÀÅ F ¸ÀA¢üUÉ GzÁºÀgÀuÉAiÀiÁVzÉ --------------C) UÀÄt §) ªÀÈ¢Þ PÀ) d±Àë÷é qÀ) C£ÀÄ£Á¹PÀ
2. '¸ÀA±ÀAiÀÄzÉÆ¼ï' ¥ÀzÀz°
À ègÀÄªÀ PÁgÀtÂPÁxÀð ----------C) ¸ÀA§AzsÀ §) C¢üPÀgÀt PÀ) ¸ÀA¥ÀæzÁ£À qÀ) C¥ÁzÁ£À
3. ¸ÁPÀÄ, ºËzÀÄ, ¨ÉÃqÀ ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼ÀÄ (F) CªÀåAiÀÄPÉÌ GzÁºÀgÀuÉAiÀiÁVzÉ.
C) QæAiÀiÁxÀðPÀ
ಕ .ಸಂ
01

ಂಗಳು
ಮೂರ ೕ

02

ಕ
ಾರ

ಚಟುವ

– 1

ಚಟುವ

-2

§) CªÀzsÁgÀuÁxÀðPÀ

ಾ ಫಲಗಳು

‘ಹಲಗ
ಓದು ಾ

ೕಡರು’ ( ಾವ )

PÀ) ¸ÀA§AzsÁxÀðPÀ qÀ) ¸ÁªÀiÁ£ÁåxÀðPÀ

ಸಲ ಾತ ಕ ಚಟುವ
ಹಲಗ

ೕಡರು ಪದ

ಾಗವನು ಗ

ಪದ ಾಗದ ಅಥ ಗ
ೌ ಕಅ ವ

ಗಳು

ಪದ

ಾ

– 3

ಪದ ದ
ಸ ಂತ

ಾಕ ದ

ಏ

ತ ೂಂ

ಯ

ಸ ಷ

ಾ

ೂಸ ಪದಗಳ ಅಥ ಗ
ಅ ವ ಕ ಪ ಸುವ ದು.
ಒಂ ೂಂದು ತಂಡ

ಒಂ ೂಂದು ತಂಡ ಪದ ದ
ಒಂ ೂಂದು ಚರಣದವನು ಓ
ಪದಗಳ ಅಥ
ಸುವ ದು,
ಾ ಾಥ ವನು ಸ ಂತ ಾಕ ದ
ೌ ಕ ಾ ಅ ವ ಕ ಪ ಸುವ ದು

ಪದ ದ

ಾ ಾಂಶವನು ಸಂ ೕ

ಾಗವನು ಧ

ಗಳು

ಓ ಸುವ ದು

ಸುವ ದು
ಚಟುವ

ಾಪನ ಚಟುವ

ಓದುವ ದು

ಒಂ ೂಂದು ಚರಣದ ಅಥ
03

ೌಲ

ಾರವನು ಕ ಯ

ತರಗ ಯ

ರೂಪದ

ಾ

ವ ಕ ಪ ಸುವ ದು

ನ ಎ ಾ

ಗ ಂದ 5-6 ಾಲುಗಳ

ಸಂ ಪ ಾ

ಅ ವ ಕ ಪ ಸುವ ದು

ೕ ಸುವ ದು

[ರೂಪ ಾತ ಕ

ೌಲ

ಾಪನ

ಪ ಗ ಸಬಹುದು]
04

ಚಟುವ

– 4

ಪ ೂ ೕತ ರಗಳನು
ದ ಪ ಸುವ ದು

ಈ ವ
ಪದ

ಅ ೖ

ೂಂಡ

ಾಗ

ಸಂಬಂ

ದಂ

ಪ
ಗುಂ ನ

ಒಂದು ಅಂಕದ ಪ
ತ

ಾ ಸುವ ದು

ಒಂ ೂಂದು ತಂಡ ಕ ಷ 10

ಗಳನು

ಗಳನು

ದ ಪ

ಬ ಯುವ ದು.
ಸೂಕ

ದ ಸ

ಉತ ರ

ಕರು ಸ ಪ
ಾದ ಪ

ಉತ ರವನು ಗೃಹ ಾಠದ
ತರಲು

ಸ

ಗ
ಬ ದು

ಾಡುವ ದು.

05

ಚಟುವ

– 5

ಅ ಾಸ ಪ

ಪ

ತ

ರೂಪದ ಅ ವ

‘ಹಲಗ

ೕಡರು’ ಪದ

ಸಂಬಂ

ದ ಅ ಾಸ

ಪ

ಅ ಾಸ ಪ
ೌಲ

ಉತ ರ ಬ

ಾಪನ

ಾಡುವ ದು.

ಉತ ರ

ಬ ಸುವ ದು.

ಅ ಾಸಪ

ಗ ಷ ಅಂಕ : 20

1. ಈ ಳ ನಪ

ಗ

ಸೂಕ ಾದಉತ ರವನು ಆ

1) ‘ ೕನು’ ಎಂಬಪದವ ಈ ಾ ಕರ ಾಂಶ
[ ಾಮಪದ, ಸವ

ಾಮ,

2) ‘ ಾಗದ’ ಪದಕನ ಡ
[ ಂದೂ ಾ

, ಅರ

3) ದ ಂದ ಸ ಾಸ

ೕ

ಾತು,

ಈ ಾ

ಭ

ಾ

,

ಉ ಾಹರ

.

5*1=5

.
]

ಂದಬಂ

ೕ,

[ ಮುಂ ೖ, ನಡು ಾ ,

ಬ

.
ೕ

]

ಾ ರುವ ಪದ.
ೕಸ ಾಡು, ಹನುಮ ೕಮ ಾಮ ]

4) ‘ದೂ ತ’ ಪದದತದ ವ ರೂಪ.
[ ಜೂಜು, ಜೂ ಾಟ,

ೂ ೕತಕ, ದೂತ ]

5) ‘ ೕಂಗ’ ಪದದ ಾ ಂ ಕ ರೂಪ.
[ ೕ ,

ಂ , ಇಂ ,

2. ಈ ಳ ನಪ

ಗ

ೕ ]

ಒಂದು ಾಕ ದ

6) ಕುಂಪ

ಸರ ಾರ ೂರ

7) ಹಲಗ

ಾ ಮ ಈಗ

ಉತ ರಬ

ದ ಆ ೕಶ
ಾವ

9) ಹಲಗ ಯ ೕಡರು
10)

ಅಗ

11)
12)
3. ೂ

ಷರನು
ಚ

?
ಾರು ?

ಾರ ಕ ಾಳ

ಬಂದುಬು

ಾತು

7*1=7

ಾವ ದು ?

ಯ

8) ಹಲಗ ಯ ಾಲ ರು ಪ ಮುಖರು

.

ೂ ದರು ?
ೕ ದವರು

ಾರು ?

ಾ ಸ ಾತುಕ ಎಂದು ೕ ದವರು

ಾರರು ಎಂದ

ಾರು ?

ಾರು ?

ರುವ ಪ

ಗ

3-4 ಾಕ ಗಳ

13)

ಹಲಗ

ೕಡರು ದಂ ಏಳಲು ಾರಣ ೕನು ?

14)

ದಂಡು ಹಲಗ ಯ

ೕ

ೕ

ಉತ ರಬ
ಾ

ಾ ತು ?

.

2*2=4

4. ಈ ಳ ನ ಪದ
15)

ೂಡ

ಾಗವನು ಪ ಣ ೂ

.

1*4=4

ೂೕ _ __________________________

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________

ಕ .ಸಂ
01

ಂಗಳು
ಾಲ ೕ
ಚಟುವ

ಕ
ಾರ
– 1

ಾ ಫಲಗಳು

ಾ

ಾ .

ಸಲ ಾತ ಕ ಚಟುವ

ಗಳು

‘ಎ
ದ ಅ ರ’
ಕೃ ಕತೃ ( ೕಖಕರ)
ಪ ಚಯ
ಓದು ಾ

ೕಳ

ೕವನೂರು ಮ ಾ ೕವ

1)

ಅವರ ಬ ಮು ಾ ಂಶ
ಪ

.

2) ಗದ

ಾಗದ

ಾ

ಓದು

ೌಲ

1) ೕವನೂರು ಮ ಾ ೕವರ ಅವರ
ಪ ಚಯವನು ಇಬ ರು ಸಂ ಾಷ
ರೂಪದ
ಾಡುವ ದು.
2) ಲಭ
ಾ ಗಳನು ಗುಂಪ ಗ ಾ
ಅವರ ಓದು ಾ ಸ
ಏಪ ಸುವ ದು.
[ ಗಮ ಸ ೕ ಾದ ಅಂಶಗಳು ಧ ಯ
ಏ

02

03

ಚಟುವ

ಚಟುವ

– 2

– 3

ಮ ಮಂಚಮ ನ
ಕ ಯ ೌ ಕ
ಅ ವ

ಕ ಯನು ಓ ಗ

ಅ ವ,

ಅ ವ,

ಾನ ಮತು

ೂಂಡು

ಮು ಾ ಂಶ ಪ
ರೂಪದ

ಾ ಕ

ತ, ಾ ಾಸ ಷ

, ರಗ ಳ ]

ಕ ಯನು ಸಂ ಪ ಾ ಎಲ
ೕ ಕ ಯ ಾ ರಸ ವನು

ಂದಲೂ
ೕ ಸುವ ದು

ೕಳುವ ದು
ಾನ ಮತು ಪ ಯ

ಪ ಯ ಬ

ಬ

ವಚನ ಾರರ

ವಚನ ಾರರು

ಅ

ಾ ಯಗಳನು ಪ

ೕ ರುವ

ಾಪನ ಚಟುವ

ಅ ವ,

ಾನ, ಪ ಯ ಬ

ಒಂ ೂಂದನು ಕು ತು

ಒ ೂ ಬ ರು
ವ ಸುವರು.

ಾ

ವ ಾ ಸ ಗ ಸುವರು

ಅಂಶಗಳನು ಗ
ಅ ವ ಕ ಪ ಸುವ ದು
04

ಚಟುವ

– 4

ಅ ೂೕಕ ೖ

ೕ ದ

ಸಂ ೂೕಧ ಾ
ಸತ ವನು ಓ
ಅ ೖ

ಚಟುವ

– 5

ಎ

ದ ಅ ರ

ಗದ

ಾಗವನು ಓ

ಅ ೖ

ೂಂಡು

ಅ ಾಸ

ೕ ಯು ತನ ಷ

ಾ ರುವ ಲ ಎಂಬುದನು
ಉ ಾಹರ

ೂಂಡು

ಅ ವ ಕ ಪ ಸುವ ದು
.
05

ಾವ

ಮೂಲಕ

ಸಲು ಮು ಾ ಂಶಗಳನು
ಪ

ಾ

ೂಳು ವ ದು

1) ಅ ೂೕಕ ೖ
ಸತ ವನು
2) ಗದ

ೕ ದ ಸಂ ೂೕಧ ಾ

ವ

ೕಳುವರು.

ಾಗ

ಅಂಕಗಳ ಪ

ಸಂಬಂ

ದ ಒಂದು

ಗಳನು (ಗುಂ ನ

ಉತ ರ ದ ಪ

) ರ

ಕ ಂದ ಸ

ಪ ಯುವ ದು.
ೕ ನ ಎ ಾ
ಚಟುವ

ಗಳ

ಾ ೂ ಳು ವಂ
ಅ ಾಸ ಪ ೕ

20 ಅಂಕಗಳ ಅ ಾ ಸ ಪ
ಸ ಯ ಾ
ಾ

ಬ ಯುವರು.
ಾಡುವ ದು.

ಕರು

ಉತ ರ
ೌಲ

ಾಪನ

ಪ

ಪ

ಉತ ರ

ದ

ೂ ಸುವ ದು.

ಬ ಯುವ ದು.

ಅ ಾ ಸಪ

ಗ ಷ ಅಂಕ : 20

1. ೂ

ರುವಪ

ಗ

ಸೂಕ ಾದಉತ ರವನು ಆ

1) ‘ಸಪ ಸ ರಗಳು’ ಪದವ ಉ ಾಹರ
[

ಗು, ತತು ರುಷ, ಕಮ

2) ‘ಕ

’ ಪದವನು

[ ಕಣು +

ಬ

.

4*1=4

ಾ ರುವ ಸ ಾಸ.

ಾ ಯ, ಗಮಕ ]

ಗ ಹ ಾಕ

, ಕಣು +

ಾ ಬ

ಾಗ ಪ ಯುವ ರೂಪ.

, ಕಣ ಂ +

, ಕಣು + ೂ ]

3) ‘ ೂೕ ’ – ಪದದ ಅಥ .
[ ೂೕ , ತಳಮಳ, ಥಳಥಳ, ಶುಭ ]
4) ‘ಒ ತು’ ಪದದ ರು ಾ ಧ ಕ ಪದ.
[ ಡುಕು, ಒ ಯದು, ಪ ಣ ,
2. ಈ ಳ ನ ಪ
5) ಇಂದಲ

ಗ

ಒಂದು ಾಕ ದ

ೕ ದ ಕ

ಇಲ ದ ಗು ಯ

10)

ವಚನ ಾರ

11)

ಅ ೂೕಕ ೖ ಅವರ ವೃ

12)
3. ೂ

ಗ

14) ವಚನ ಾರರ ದೃ
4. ಈ ಳ ನಪದ

ಾರು ?

ಸಲ ಡು ರುವವರು

ಾರು ?

ಾವ ದು ೕವ ಾ ತು ?

ೕವನೂರರ ನನ
ರುವಪ

ಪ

ಾವ ದು ?

ೕವರು

ಾರು ?

3-4 ಾಕ ಗಳ

ಉತ ರಬ

13) ಅ ೂೕಕ ೖ ೕ ದ ಸಂ ೂೕಧ ಾ ಸತ

15)

8*1=8

ಾರು ?

ಾನುಭವಶಬ ೂೕಶ’ ಪ ಸ ಕ ಬ ದವರು
ಾವ

.

ಾರು ?

7) ಮ ಮಂಚಮ ನ ಕ
9)

ಉತ ರಬ

ಾ ಫಲ ೂಡುವ ಅಂಶಗ ಾವ ವ ?

6) ಮ ಮಂಚಮ
8) ‘

ಾಪ ]

ಯ

‘ಮ ಮಂಚಮ ’ ಕ ಯನು

ೂ

2*2=4

ೕನು ?

ಅ ವ ಎಂದ ೕನು ?

ಾಗವನು ಪ ಣ

.
.

.
ಮ

1*4=4
ಾತುಗಳ

ಬ

.

Second Language English
Sl.
No

Month

Learning
Outcome

1

January



Week 1

Content

Suggested Activities


Will be able
to write
a Formal
letter.






 Grandma
Climbs a Tree

 Quality of
Mercy



Assess
ment

Revises different parts of the
format of a Formal letter.
Learner recalls the format of a
formal letter.
Correlates the lines of the
summary of the poem with its with
its Kannada translation.
Logically arranges the lines of the
summary of Grandma Climbs a
tree.
memorises new words of the poem



Recalls the summary of the lesson
A hero and answers
comprehension questions based
on it.



Recalls the factual details through
profile writing activity.



Identifies the number of syllables
in a given word

 A Hero

 There’s a
girl by the
tracks

Activities
Letter Writing
I.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Know the different Parts of a Formal Letter
From address
Date
To address
Salutation
Subject
Body of the letter
Signature ( subscription)

II. Read the given formal letter. Fill in the format of the Formal Letter.
Use numbers as clues:

Assess
ment
sheet
provide
d

Imagine you are
Bhargavi/ Babajaan of GHS, Kethamaranahalli, Bangalore North. (1. From
Address)
Write a letter to
your class teacher (3. To address) ,
requesting him to give you two days’ leave (5. Subject)
requesting him to give you two days’ leave to attend your uncle’s wedding at
Hunsur. ( 6. Matter for the body of the letter).
Note: A. Make necessary changes where needed.
B. You can start the body of the letter with a simple sentence…
I am ___________ of ____________(1) . I am ____________( 4).
3. You can end the body of the letter with……. Please grant me leave/ do the
needful/ look into the matter and oblige.
Task 1: Practise the format of the Formal / Official letter. Use the hint
given in the above box to fill the format.
From
1.________________
_________________
2.Date: _____________
To
3.________________
__________________
__________________
4. Sir,
5. Sub: _________________________________________
6. Body of the letter: _____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
7. Thanking You
Yours faithfully
______________________
(Signature)

Task 2: Match the sentences given in Kannada with the translated version
given in English:
A
ಅ

ತುಂಬ ಪ

ಆರ ೕ ವಯ

ನ

ಾವಂ
ೕ ಅಣ

ಂದ ಮರವನು

ಕ ತರು.
ಅರವ ರಡರ
ಾಮಥ
ಅವರ

ವಯ

,

ನಲೂ

ಮರವನು

ಹತು ವ Grandma was a genius.

ಅವ

ವಯ

ತಕ ಂ

ತು .
ೖ ಗಳು

ನ ದು ೂಳ ಲು
ಅ

ತನ

ಾಧ

She said she would grow old disgracefully.

ದರು.
ಇ

ಯಂ

ನ ದು ೂಳು ವ ಾ

ೕಳು ದ ರು.
ಒ

B
Her brother taught her to climb trees at
the age of six.
ಹತ ಲು She could climb trees even at the age of
62.

ಮರವನು

ಹ ದರು

ಆದ

ಾಗ ಲ .

ಅವರನು ಮರ ಂದ ಇ

ರ ಸ ಾ

Her well-wishers advised her to grow old
gracefully.

ಇ ಯಲು She was brought down from the tree and
rescued.

ತು.

Once she climbed a tree in the town but
could not come down,
The doctor’s advice was like a brief season
ೖದ ರು ಒಂದು ಾರದ ಾ ಂ ಪ ಯಲು
ದರು
of hell for her.
The doctor advised her to take one week
ೖದ ರ ಸಲ ಯು ಅ
ನರಕ ೕ ಆ ತು
bed rest.
She told her son to build a house for her
ಸ ಲ ೕತ
ೂಂಡ ನಂತರ ತನ ಮಗನನು ಕ ದರು.
on the tree top.
ತನ ಮರ ೕ ೂಂದು ಮ ಯನು ಕ
ೂಡಲು After she was a little better, she called her
son.
ದಳು
ಅ ಯ ಇ ಯಂ ಕ ಯು ಾಗು ಅವರ ತಂ ಯು Grandma and the poet enjoyed living in
the new house.
ೕ ಮರದ ೕ ೂಂದು ಮ ಯನು ಕ ದರು.
Son and the poet built a new house on the
◌ಾ
ಮತು ಕ ಯು ತಮ
ೂಸ ಮ ಯ
tree for grandma.
ಸಂ ೂೕಷ ಂದ ಾಲ ಕ ದರು.

Task 3: Read the poem and rearrange the jumbled sentences in order.

Grandma is a genius.
Her brother taught her how to climb a tree when she was 6.
Once she climbed a tree but could not come down.
The poet and his father built a house with windows and a door on the
tree for grandma.
Her well-wishers asked to be graceful.
She could climb trees even at 62.
But grandma said, she wanted to be disgraceful.
After a few days, she was better.
Being in bed, was like a brief season in hell.

Grandma and the poet enjoyed sherry on the tree top.
Her family rescued her and called in the doctor.
Doctor advised her to take one week bed rest.
Children tucked her up in bed.
She told her son to build a house for her on the tree.
Grandma lived there happily.
Task 4:

quality
heaven

LEARN SPELLINGS, MASTER THE
POEM

mercy
place

strain’d
Beneath

Droppeth
Twice

gentle rain
blest

MY MARKS, MY PRIDE- WORK AT HOME
Answer the following questions:
1. Who was a genius?
2. What could she climb?
3. What was her age when she last climbed a tree?
4. Who taught her to climb trees?
5. What did everyone expect would happen?
6. What happened to granny one day?
7. What was the doctor’s advice?
8. How did she feel?
9. What did she tell her son?
10. How did she enjoy in her new house?
Task 1: Read the following sentences from the lesson A Hero and answer the
questions that follow:
 Father was reading the newspaper report.
 A tiger attacked a village lad.
 The village lad climbed a tree.
 Father said courage was important.
 Swami said physical age and strength were more important.
 Father told Swami to sleep alone in the office room.
 Sleeping alone in the office room was a frightful proposition for
Swami.
 Swami gave excuses
o He tried to change the subject
o He would sleep from the fiorst of next month.
o He said there were scorpions in the office room.
o He wanted a lamp burning in the room.

Now answer these questions:
1. What was the arguement between father and Swami?
2. What was the frightful proposition?
3. How did Swami try to escape from his father’s frightful proposition?
Task 2: Read the statements. Answer the questions that follow by choosing
the correct answer:
1. Our captain has asked me to tell you.
a. Who is the ‘me’?
Ans: ‘Me’ here means ______________________ (Swami’s father / Swami)
b. What had the captain asked him to tell?
Ans: ‘The Captain had asked him to ______________________ (buy new
bat and ball; admit elders to the cricket club/ buy new bat and ball ; play
with friends on Saturday )
c. Why did the speaker say so?
Ans: The speaker said so to ______________________ (actually convey
the captain’s words / escape from the frightful proposition)
2. He knew his father’s tenacity at such moments.
a. Who does ‘he’ refer to?
Ans: ‘He’ refers to ______________________ (Swami’s father / Swami)
b. When did he feel so?
Ans: He felt so when ______________________ (Swami’s father refused to
join the cricket club / Swami’s father insisted that he should sleep alone in
the office room that night.)
c. What does ‘tenacity’ mean in the context?
Ans: ______________________ (determination / devotion)
3. It is disgraceful sleeping beside granny or mother?
a. Who made this statement?
Ans: ____________________( Swami’s mother/ Swami’s father)
b. Who slept beside granny or mother?
Ans: _____________________( Swami/ Swami’s father)
c. Why did he sleep beside her?
Ans:He slept beside her ______________________ ( as she was scared to
sleep alone/ as he was scared to sleep alone)
d. Why did the speaker think that this action was disgraceful?
Ans: The speaker thought that this action was disgraceful because
____________ ( the listener was now grown up/ the listener had the
habit of listening to storiesbefore sleeping )
4. If you do it I will make you the laughing stock of your school.
a. Who said this?
Ans: __________________ ( Swami / Swami’s father)
b. To whom is it said?
Ans: _______________________( Swami/ Swami’s mother)
c. What is the ‘it’?
Ans: ‘It’ refers to ______________________ ( sleeping in the office room/
sleeping with grandmother)

d. How would the speaker make him the laughing stock?
Ans: The speaker would __________________( tell his friends about his
fear / tell his friends that he slept alone in the office room)

Task 3:
LEARN SPELLINGS, MASTER THE
POEM

blesseth
becomes
crown
power

gives
throned
sceptre
attribute

Takes
Monarch
Force
Awe

mightiest
better
temporal
majesty

Task 1: Read the following statements.
 Swami remembered ghost stories and thought he would be taken
away to Nepal.
 He thought sleeping under the bench was safer.









He had a nightmare.
A tiger chased him.
He could hear its claws scratch.
He tried to open his eyes.
He saw a shadow moving.
He came out of his sleeping place.
He used his teeth as a mortal weapon and bit it hard.
The moving thing was a burglar.








The next day he became a hero.
Everybody congratulated him.
His classmates looked at him with respect.
His teachers patted him.
The headmaster said he was a true scout.
The inspector asked him to join the police.

Now, answer the following questions:
1. How was Swami congratulated?
2. Describe Swami’s dreaded experience when he slept under the bench.
Task 2:
quality
heaven

LEARN SPELLINGS, MASTER THE
POEM

mercy
place

Task 3: Profile Writing

strain’d
Beneath

Droppeth
Twice

gentle rain
blest

Given below is a profile of Roma Talreja. Write a paragraph using the
given clues.
Name :
Roma Talreja
Age:

21 years

State she belongs to:

Maharastra

Qualification:

B.Com.,

Profession :

Call centre Executive

Work Experience:

02 years

Place of work :

Mumbai

By nature :

Friendly; Loves her job

Memorable incident in

December 10th 2010 Train Accident

life:
Fill in the gaps to complete the sentences:
This is the profile of _____________.
_____________age ____________ 21 years.
The _________ _______ belongs to _____________ Maharashtra.
____________qualification___________ B.Com.
___________ Profession ____________ call centre executive.
_______________ ____________ two years’ work experience.
____________ Place of work ___________ Mumbai.
By nature ___________ _____________ friendly and _____________ loves her job.
The most memorable incident in _____________ life__________ the December
10th, 2010 train accident.
MY MARKS, MY PRIDE- WORK AT HOME

Revise the spellings and learn the first 8 lines of the poem ‘Quality of
Mercy’.
Task 1: Profile Writing
Given below is a profile of Baleshwar Mishra. Write a paragraph using
the given clues.
Name :

Baleshwar Mishra

Age:

20 years

State he belongs to:

Uttar Pradesh

Qualification:

High School Dropout

Profession :

Unemployed Youth

By nature :

Helpful ; Honest ; Humane

Memorable incident in

Saving life of Roma Talreja on December 10th 2010

life:

in Mumbai

Write the paragraph here:

Task 2: Quote from memory the first 8 lines of the poem ‘Quality of
Mercy’:

Task 3: Learn the last 6 lines of the poem ‘Quality of Mercy’.
Now complete these lines
Wherein doth sit
But mercy
It is enthroned
It is an attribute
And earthly power
When mercy
Task 4: Read the following paragraphs and answer the questions that
follow.
As the Mumbai sub-urban electric train made its 20-second, 6:32 p.m. halt
at a station, commuters swarmed out and into its 12 packed coaches. It’s a
regular scene in and around India’s most populated metropolis. Having just
managed to squeeze herself into a ladies’ compartment, 21-year-old call
centre executive Roma Talreja tried to settle into a corner near the door. The
train hurtled ahead and Roma, jammed between other women, was trying to

find some space to stand safely on when she suddenly got pushed, lost her
tenuous foothold and panicked.
Her hands reached for the steel railing above, but finding only air, Roma
was thrown out of the coach. The clattering roar of the train muffled the
thud of her fall on to the ground more than a metre below. She was knocked
senseless.
Standing near the door of another train speeding in the opposite direction,
20-year-old Baleshwar Mishra couldn’t believe what he had just seen - a
young woman in a black salwar-kameez lying next to the tracks. Meanwhile,
gasps and screams emanated from his compartment. “There’s a girl by the
tracks!” the voices cried out.
Impulsively, Baleshwar went and grabbed the train’s red emergency chain
and pulled it down frantically. The train screeched, slowing down. He then
surveyed the compartment full of wary faces. “Let’s go and help her!” he
shouted. But nobody volunteered, afraid of getting involved, of being
inconvenienced.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Where did the accident take place?
Who was hurt in the accident?
Why did the accident take place?
Who volunteered to help Roma Talreja?
Why were the other passengers not ready to help?

Task 1: Syllabification/ Syllabication

FACILITATORS HELP STUDENTS TO RECALL
Syllabification:
It’s the sound of a vowel (A.E.I.O.U) that is created when pronouncing the
letters. A.E.I.O.U, Or Y.
The number of times you hear the sound of a vowel is the number of
syllables in word.
Ways to count Syllables
I. The Listen Method
a. Say the word
b. How many times do you hear A I E O or U as a separate sound?
c. This is the number of syllables
II. The Chin Method
a. Put your hand under your chin
b. Say the word
c. How many times does your chin touch your hand
III.
Facilitators can use any other method to teach this concept.
Find the number of syllables in these
Word
Number
Word
of
Syllables
monarch
snore
frightful
gesticulation
Sneer
apparition
Scowl
Sternly

words:
Number
of
Syllables

Word
mortal
Burglar
Notorious
Scout

Number
of
Syllables

tenacity
mumble
proposition

Chum
Crouch
nightmare

Undaunted
Trice
Chore

Assessment
Answer the following questions:
1. Summarise the poem ‘Grandma Climbs a Tree’.
2. What excuses did Swami give to escape from his father’s frightful
proposition?
3. Below is a profile of Mr .Rama Krishna , the school clerk. Write the
information in the form of a paragraph.
Age: around 40 years
Height and weight: 6 feet, solid built
Family: small – one male and a female-college –going
Reason for his popularity: helpful, best gardener
Education; B.Com graduate
Hobbies: gardening, bee keeping, coin collection
4. Quote from memory the lines of the poem’ Quality of Mercy’
5. Read the following paragraphs and answer the questions that follow:
Innumerable motorists drove by, some even slowing down to see the
young man struggling to hold the blood-covered woman in his arms.
Just when he had begun to lose hope, a tempo-truck pulled over and its
driver, a middle-aged man who spoke Gujarati, stepped out.
“Help me,” Baleshwar pleaded, and the man helped Baleshwar lay Roma
down in the back of his truck. Baleshwar was quickly telling the driver
what had happened when a traffic policeman arrived. “Take the girl to
Airoli,” suggested the cop, “there’s a hospital there.” But Baleshwar
disagreed. Airoli was at least 10 kilometres away.
a. What was Baleshwar trying to do?
b. Who helped Baleshwar?
c. What did the policeman suggest?
6. Imagine You are Tanmai/Tarun, residing in Kuvempunagar, Mysore.
Write a letter to the Editor of the Newspaper ‘My City’ that there is no
street light in your area and it is causing inconvenience during night
times for vehicle riders and the general public.

Week 2
Note: A spiral approach to various aspects has been followed where the
first 2 Units are revisited to bring in learning of various concepts.
Sl.No

Month

Learning
Outcome

2

January



Week 2

Pupil
Comprehend
the given
text, learn
various
grammatical
aspects of
the language

Content
Units 1
and 2

Suggested Activities
 Rearrange a sample
letter
 Write a profile
 Recall contractions,
pronouns and
auxiliary verbs,
essential for writing
question tag
 Identify subject , verb
and objects
 Transform
statements in active
voice to passive voice.

Assessmen
t
Any activity
can be
considered
for
Assessment

Activities for week-2
TASK 1: Rearrange the parts of the formal letter in the correct order:
Sub: Request to open Savings Account

Thanking You
Sir,
From,
Sheeba
GHS, Channahalli
Yours faithfully

Date:20.02.2020

I’m Sheeba from GHS , Channahalli . As I am getting the scholarship
for my studies, I need to open an account in your bank. So I request
you to kindly consider my application.
To,

The Branch Manager,
State Bank of India
Channahalli
Write the letter in the correct format here

TASK 2: Write a Formal letter using the clues and the instructions
given below.
1. Imagine you are Sahana / Suhas of #3654, 1 st main Road, K R Puram,

Bangalore . Write a letter to the BBMP officer requesting him to provide
drinking water to your area.
Subject: Request to provide drinking water facility.

I’m ______ residing in the above address. We are facing a lot of
problems because of drinking water scarcity in our area. So I request
you to act as soon as possible and oblige.
Task 3: Profile Writing
Given below is a profile of P.T.Usha. Write a paragraph using the
clues given below:
Name :

P.T.Usha

Nick name :

Payyoli Express

Date of Birth :

27th July 1964

Place of birth :

Payyoli, Kerala

Field of sports :

Athletic Running.

Awards and medals :
Games

1) 4 Gold Medals 1 silver medal in 1986 Asian

2) The Padmashri and Arjuna award by Indian Govt
Task 4: Write the short forms/ contractions of the following auxiliary
verbs:
Be form

Negative form

Short form

Am

Am not

Aren’t

Is

is not

Will not

Won’t

could
Will

Was

would

Were

shall
Negative form

Short form

Can

Are

Do form

Negative
form

Short form

Shan’t
( informal)

Should

Do

May

x

Does

Might

x

Did
Have
form
Have
Has
Had

Task 1: Write the correct pronoun for the following nouns:
Swami
Grandma
hospital
Boys

people
medicines
Women
congratulations

childhood
accident
commuter
Tiger

Task 2: Identify whether the sentence is positive or negative:
1. Father is reading a newspaper.
2. Swami did not agree with his father.
3. Courage is everything.
4. Strength and age are not important.
5. Roma could not find a proper place to stand.
6. Nobody helped Baleshwar.
7. Grandma could climb any tree.
8. One day she could not climb down.
9. Mercy cannot be forced.
10. The Gujarati tempo truck driver did not
expect anything from Baleshwar.
Task 3: Underline the nouns and circle the auxiliaries in the following
sentences:
1. Packed coaches are a regular scene in populated metropolis.
2. Roma was thrown out of the coach.
3. Roma was knocked senseless.
4. Baleshwar couldn’t believe his eyes.
5. There’s a girl by the tracks.
6. There was no response from Roma.
7. Baleshwar could see blood flowing out of a gash.
8. Baleshwar has a very different story.
9. He is an unemployed high school drop-out.

10. He had been looking for a job in Mumbai.
Task 4: Complete the following with correct parts of a question tag:
1. Packed coaches are a regular scene in populated metropolis, aren’t
_______?
2. Baleshwar’s job hunt had proved fruitless, _________ it?
3. Baleshwar found Roma by the side of the tracks, didn’t _________?
4. Swami remembered ghost stories, __________ __________?
5. Mani had seen a devil in the banyan tree, ___________, he ?
6. All kinds of noises reached his ears, _________ they?
Task 1: Imagine yourself to be Tanveer / Tabassum studying Xstd GHS,
Devalapura. Write a letter requesting the Depot Manager, Road Transport
Corporation, Hosakote to provide more buses to help students commute to
school in time.

Subject: Request to provide more buses.
I’m ______ . We are facing a lot of problems as there are only a few
buses plying to Devalapura. We reach school late. So I request you to
provide more buses to Devalapura to help students commute to school
in time.
Task 2: Give Negative tags to these positive statements:
1. There was no response from Roma.
2. Roma and Baleshwar were between two stations in Thane district.
3. Baleshwar had to cross through some shrubbery to reach the road.
4. Roma had fallen off a moving train.
5. Roma had a gash at the back of her head.
6. Her head was bleeding.
7. I’m new to Mumbai.
Task 3: Give Positive tags to these negative statements:
1. Roma did not expect the accident to happen.
2. Baleshwar did not have any job.
3. No passer-by was ready to help Baleshwar.
4. Baleshwar did not take Roma to the Airoli hospital.
5. Baleshwar could not thank the tempo- truck driver.
6. Dinesh Talreja could not identify the phone number.
Task 4: Observe the tense form and use appropriate ‘Do form’ in the
question tag:

1. Swami makes wild gesticulations at his grandmother,
______________?
2. Father reads a newspaper report, ______________________?
3. Friends congratulate Swami, the next day, _________________?
4. Swami sleeps under the bench, ____________?
5. Mother loses her temper, ________________?
6. Grandmother climbs trees, ____________________?
7. Roma gave her brother’s number to Baleshwar, _____________?
8. Dr Anil Agarwal admitted Roma without any paper work,
____________?
9. Roma needed sutures for her deep wounds, ___________________?
10.

Baleshwar revisited the accident spot to search for Roma’s

belongings, ______________?
Task 1: Given is a profile of Rabindranath Tagore. Write a paragraph based
on the clues given below:
Known in Bengal as

: Gurudeva

Birth

: 7th May, 1861

Parents

: Debendranath Tagore and Sarala Devi

Occupation

: writer, painter, singer

Notable works

: Gitanjali, Jana Gana Mana ( National

Anthem )
Award

: Noble Prize for Literature in 1913

Death

: 7th August, 1941

Task 2: Pick the verbs in the following sentences and write them
in the correct column in the given table:
1. Father is reading a newspaper.
2. Villagers killed the tiger.
3. He remembered ghost stories.
4. Roma remembers Baleshwar for saving her life, even today.
5. Roma was taken to a bigger hospital.
6. The doctor recommended a week’s bed rest for grandma.
7. Grandma wanted a house on the tree- top.
8. A king seems like God when mercy seasons justice.

Sl. No

Auxiliary verb

Verb

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Task 3: Identify Subject , Verb and Object in the following
sentences. Write as in example. Number Subject as 1, Verb as 2
and Object as 3:
1. Grandma
Subject (1)

climbs

trees.

Verb (2)

Object(3)

2. Baleshwar saved Roma.
3. Truck-driver helped Baleshwar.
4. The doctor admitted Roma.
5. The poet helped his father.
Task 4: Identify Subject , Verb and Object in the following
sentences. Write as in example. Number Subject as 1, Verb as 2
and Object as 3 Observe the change in the sentences between
Task 3 and Task 4:
1. Grandma
Subject (1)

2. Baleshwar

climbs

trees

Verb (2)

Object(3)

saved

3. Truck-driver helped
4. The doctor admitted
paperwork).

Roma

(from her childhood)
(on December 10th, 2010).

Baleshwar (in saving Roma).
Roma

(in the hospital without any

5. The poet helped his father (to construct a tree-house for his grandma).

6. A railway employee informed Baleshwar (that Roma’s belongings had
been found).

Task 1: Complete the following table:
Verb
Inform
Help
Admit
Save
Read
Lose
Bleed

Past
Participle
form
informed

Present
Participle
form
informing

Verb

Past
Participle
form

Present
Participle
form

meet
climb
Season
Pull
recommend
Dispute
Give

Task 2: Rewrite the given sentences as shown in the example without
changing their meanings.
1. Grandma
climbs
trees.
Subject (1)

Verb (2)

Trees

are

Object(3)

Object(3)

climbed

Aux.Verb + participle

by

grandma.

Subject (1)

2. Baleshwar saves Roma.
3. Truck-driver helps
4. The doctor

Baleshwar (in saving Roma).

admits

Roma

(in the hospital without any

paperwork).
5. The poet helps his father (to construct a tree-house for his grandma).
6. A railway employee informs Baleshwar (that Roma’s belongings had been
found).
Task 3: Rewrite the given sentences as shown in the example without
changing their meanings.
1. Father
Subject (1)

is reading
Verb (2)

the newspaper.
Object(3)

The newspaper
Object(3)

is being read

by

Aux.Verb + participle

grandma.
Subject (1)

2. Swami is playing cricket.
3. We are buying brand new bats and balls.
4. Swami is making wild gesticulations( to silence his grandmother).
5. Father is taking Swami’s bed (to the office room).

Sl.No Month
3

Learning
Outcome

January 

Week 3

Comprehen
d prose and
poems
through

Content Suggested Assessmen
Activities t
Units 1
and 2

Identify
articles
 Match
collocative
words
 Identify
Language
function
 Identify ‘to
infinitive’.
 Edits
mistakes
 Reads
pictures and
writes a
paragraph
 Reads and
comprehend
s a passage


Any activity
can be
considered
for
assessment

Activities for week-3
Task 1: Underline the articles in the given paragraph:
Baleshwar Mishra has a very different story. The lanky youngster from Mirzapur,
UP, is an unemployed high-school dropout who’d recently come to Mumbai. Living
with his two older brothers, his job hunt had proved fruitless. Now he was treading
water, and had resigned himself to the fact that he was running out of options. He
had spent his day with a friend, grabbed lunch and watched a movie. As Baleshwar
boarded the train home, he pondered over his future. But, all he could now think of
was saving a stranger’s life.

Task 2: Write the correct article before the words:
________unexpected turn

_______________ headmaster

__________ village lad

_____________cop

Tell _________ story

__________ most notorious burgler

___________tigers

__________ conversation

Like _______ baby

_________ genius

___________ third time

______ brief season

___________ monsters

_______ voices

___________ employee
___________ hour
Task 3: Look at the chart. Make some sentences. Then write them.
Ruskin Bond
Grandma
Roma
Baleshwar
Tempo truck driver
Swami teeth

1.
2
3.
4.
5.
6.

a
was

the
an

executive in a call centre.
helpful person who did not expect
anything.
high school drop-out.
Genius
poet who built a tree house for his
grandma.
mortal weapon which helped catch the
burglar.

Task 4: Complete the lines of the poem ‘Quality of Mercy’:
The ____________ of _____________ is not _______________;
It ______________ as the _________ ___________ from ________
Upon the __________ __________. It is ____________ __________;
It ______________ him that _________, and him that __________.
Task 1: Collocative words
Match the words in the box on the left with the words that
they collocate with on the right. Note that some words shown in
the box A may collocate with more than one word in box B.

A

Make lay combat
Raise commit
come

B

Doubts money
crime face to face
violence gestures
emphasis

Task 2: Identify the Language function of these statements
1. Please help me take her to a hospital ( requesting help/ offering help)
2. Take the girl to Airoli. ( seeking suggestion/ giving suggestion)
3. What’s your name? ( inquiring / enquiring )
4. Whom can I call? ( asking information / providing information
5. Chacha, can I borrow your mobile? ( requesting help/ offering help)
6. Your sister has fallen off a train and we’re taking her to Divine
Hospital in Ghansoli. ( seeking information/ providing information )
7. Oh, I couldn’t thank him. ( expressing regret/ expressing apology)
8. I’m new to Mumbai, but I’ve noticed people here are afraid. ( giving
opinion/ seeking opinion)
9. Tomorrow it could be you or me by the tracks. ( prediction/
anticipation)
Task 3: Add ‘to’ to form infinitive as in the example
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sleep
Read
Admit
Hear

to + sleep = to sleep

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Task
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Silence
Come
Escape
Feel
Agree
listen
4: Underline the infinitive in the following sentences
Roma tried to settle in a safe place.
Baleshwar started to sprint back.
Baleshwar rushed to help Roma.
When he began to lose hope, a tempo- truck driver helped him.
Doctor asked Baleshwar to stay in the hospital till family members
came.

Task 1: Fill in the blanks with correct Collocative words given in
brackets:
(ladies’ compartment , stand safely , populated metropolis , electric
train, regular scene tenuous foothold)
As the Mumbai sub-urban _______________________ made its 20-second, 6:32
p.m. halt at a station, commuters swarmed out and into its 12 packed
coaches. It’s a _________________________ in and around India’s most
_____________________. Having just managed to squeeze herself into a
___________________________, 21-year-old call centre executive Roma Talreja
tried to settle into a corner near the door. The train hurtled ahead and
Roma, jammed between other women, was trying to find some space to
_________________________ on when she suddenly got pushed, lost her
___________________________ and panicked.
Task 2: There are 6 spelling mistakes in these paragraph. Underline
them, correct them and rewrite the paragraph:
Mr. Patil, the sub-inpector had come there to infrom Mohan that there was a
search that night thier home. The search was for the cyclostying machine
with which they used to make copies of Gandhiji’s speach. Mohan’s mother
beleived him. She took the machine and handed it over to the sub-inspector.

Task 3: Complete the lines of the poem Quality of Mercy:
‘Tis ______________ in the __________________; it _____________.
The ___________ ____________ ___________ than his ___________.
His ____________ shows the __________ of ______________ power,
The _______________ to ___________ and ______________________.
Task 4: Letter Writing
Imagine you are Hema/ Hemanth of X Std Shishu Mandir, Mandya.. Write
a letter to The General Manager, Alembic Glass factory, Whitefield
requesting him to permit 50 students of your class to visit the factory.
Day 4:
Task 1: Read the given picture. Write 8- 10 sentences describing what
you see in it.
(Facilitators should guide the pupil in write grammatically correct
sentences.)

Task 2: Choose the word with the odd number of syllables in the group:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

cover, father, promise, library
apparition, gesticulation, reassuring , congratulate
place, sleep, tiger, bench
notorious, temperature, undaunted, disgracefully
different, commuters, populated, compartment.

Task 3: Given below is a profile of Lal Bahadur Shastry. Write a
paragraph based on the information.
Date of Birth :
Parents:
Birthplace :
Achievements:
Political foot prints:

02-10-1904
Sharda Prasad Srivastava (father)
Ram Dulari Devi (mother)
Mughal Sarai, Uttar Pradesh
played leading role in Indian freedom struggle.
Joined Congress in 1928,
Railway and transport minister (1951-1956),
2nd Prime minister of independent India
(1964- 1966),

Qualities :
Awards:
Died :

very simple, disciplined, promptness, truthful
Baratha Ratna in 1966( after his death)
in Tashkant, 11th January , 1966.

Task 1: Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that
follow:
A man was travelling to another village to sell his goods. He happened
to pass through a forest. He was tired and decided to rest under a shady
tree. He was hungry and thought to himself, “If I could get some delicious
food how nice would it be”.
What a miracle! He saw a table laid in front of him with tasty food. He
was sitting under a tree that fulfilled all wishes. It was ‘KalpaVriksha’ - a
tree that is found in heaven. This man was more than happy. He ate to his
satisfaction.
He was tired too. He thought to himself again, “If I could have a nice
bed to have a good sleep!” at once he found a bed spread out for him to
sleep. He had a sound sleep and dreamt beautiful dreams.
When he woke up after a few hours, he found himself wrapped in
darkness. Fear and loneliness seized his mind. He was frightened of wild
animals of the forest. He thought to himself that if a lion came he would be
killed by it.
Immediately he heard the roar of a lion. He saw two shining eyes
gazing at him. The lion jumped over the man and killed him. The tree of
wish fulfillment is the tree of the mind. When the mind thinks of peace and
happiness they are present in the mind. Similarly, if the mind thinks of
unrest and unhappiness, they are also present in the mind.
Thoughts are of great power. Thoughts make and unmake the man.
Man is known by his thoughts.
1. What miracle happened to the man?
2. What is the message conveyed in the passage?
Task 2: Complete the lines of the poem Quality of Mercy
____________ __________ sit the ___________ and fear of __________;
But _____________ is above this _________________ sway;
It is _______________ in the ____________ of kings;
It is an ________________ to God himself;
And ________________ power doth then show __________ _______
When ___________ _____________ ______________.

Task 3: The given paragraph has a few mistakes. Underline the
mistakes. Correct them and rewrite the paragraph.
The students was marching to give a notice to the collector aksing the
British to quit India. It was a uniuqe march because they walk silently
without shouting slogans. Even though there were policemen, they
marched as if the policemen didn’t exist.
a. Spelling mistakes
b. Verb mistakes

Week 4
Sl.No

Month

Learning
Outcome

Content

Suggested
Activities

Assessment

4

January

Comprehends the
Prose and poem

Units 1
and 2

Able to answer
short answer
questions
 Expresses
descriptive
answers
 Syllabifies
words
 Writes a profile

Any activity
can be
considered for
Assessment .

Week 4



Activities for week-4
Task 1: Answer the following questions in 3-4 sentences each:
1. Swami’s father drew his attention to a newspaper report. What was the
report about?
Ans.:
__________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

2. What comment did Swami make when he heard the newspaper report?
How did his view differ from that of his father?
Ans.:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
3. In which part of the office did Swami decide to sleep? Why did he select
this place?
Ans.:
__________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
4. Why were congratulations showered on Swami?
Ans.:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
5. How was Swami honoured by his classmates, teacher and the
headmaster?
Ans.:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Task 2: Choose the correct option and complete the sentences:
1)Roma Talreja was a
a) Marketing executive b) call centre executive c) unemployed d) house wife
2)“There’s a girl by the tracks, these were the voices of
a) Dinesh Talreja
b) Baleshwar Mishra
c) People in the opposite train d) station master
3)When Roma met with an accident, the callous behaviour was exhibited by
a) Dinesh Talreja
b) the People watching the accident
c) Baleshwar Mishra
d) truck driver
4)When Roma met with an accident no one volunteered because
a) They were afraid of getting involved in courts or police
b) They were strangers to Roma
c) they were busy in their works
d) they were callous

5)When Roma fell on the tracks no one was ready to save her except
a) Dinesh Talreja
b) Baleshwar Mishra
c) People in the opposite train
d) Station master
6) The district where Roma lived was
a) Thane
b) Mumbai c) Pune
d) Mirzapur
7) Roma loved her job because
a) the job fetched a handsome salary
b) she worked for her livelihood
c) she could talk to many people and making new friends
d) it was a respectful job
8) Roma’s fiancé was
a) Dinesh Talreja b) Baleshwar Mishra

c) Call centre executive d)Vijay

9) Baleshwar Mishra was unemployed because
a) He was from U.P
b) He was a high-school dropout
c) He was looking for good jobs
d) He had to look after his parents at
home
10)When Baleshwar pleaded for help from the motorists, nobody helped him
except
a) Railway guard b) doctor
c) tempo-truck driver d) on duty physician
Task 3: Letter writing
Imagine you are Kaveri/Kamaresh Studying in X std GHS, Ramanagar.
Write a letter to your village panchayat authorities about the sanitary
conditions in the village ( open drains, garbage disposal)
Task 1: The given paragraph has 4 mistakes, two of which are spelling
mistakes and two other are verbal mistakes. Correct them and rewrite
the paragraph.
The ‘mysterious parsel’ contained a ‘cyclostile machine’. The police suspect
that Mohanand his family were making copies of Mahatma’s speech. They
also suspected that some people was hiding these.
Task 2: Given below is a profile of Raja Ramanna. Write a paragraph
based on the information.
Name :
Born :
Birth Place :
Died :
Career :
Education :

Raja Ramanna
January 28th 1925
Tumkur
September 24th 2004
Nuclear scientist, Nuclear Physicist
B.Sc and MSc( Madras Christian college);
Ph.D.(King’s college, London)

Posts held :
Awards :

Chairman II SC President, Indian National Science
Academy Secretary, DefenceResearch
Shanthi Swaroop Bhatnagar Award,
Padma Vibhushan,
Padma Bhushan
Padma Sri,
Meghanad Saha Medal

Task 3: Answer the following questionsin 8- 10 sentences each :
1. A report about a boy in the newspaper was an unexpected event in
Swami’s life. Justify.
2. What desperate attempts did Swami make to escape from his father?
3. Narrate Swami’s dreadful experience when he was lying under the bench
Task 1: How many syllables are there in these words :
Eg: limit-

li.mit

2

1) mobile

_____ __________

________

2) meditate

_____ __________

________

3) school

_____ __________

________

4) English

_____ __________

________

5) car

_____ __________

________

6) special

_____ __________

________

7) dedicate

_____ __________

________

8) money

_____ __________

________

9) necessary

_____ __________

________

10) education

_____ __________

________

Task 2: Write in your own words how Ruskin Bond has brought out the
uniqueness of his grandmother in the poem ‘Grandma Climbs a Tree’.
Task 3: Learn the following Answers :
1. How did Roma fall on the tracks?
Ans: Roma had squeezed herself near the door of the crowded ladies
compartment of a Mumbai local train. Suddenly she got pushed, lost her
foothold and was thrown out of the coach.
2.The doctor at the Divine Multispecialty hospital admitted Roma without
any formalities.What made him do so?
Ans: The doctor Anil Agarwal admitted Roma to the ICU at the Divine
Multispecialty hospital without formalities, because she was injured
seriously.

3.What did Baleshwar Mishra do as soon as he saw the girl lying next to the
tracks?
Ans: On seeing the Girl by the tracks, Baleshwar immediately pulled the red
emergency chain of the train. As the train slowed, he asked the other
passengers to go with him to help the girl. No one came forward. Then
Baleshwar bravely jumped off the still moving train and rushed towards the
girl.
4.Roma Talreja tried to settle into a corner near the door in the train. Was
she right in doing this?
Ans: No, it was wrong on Roma’s part to settle into a corner near the door. It
was very risky as there was a great rush. People were pushing each other to
stand safely in less space and she could have fallen, which she did.
5.“It is a regular scene” Where was regular about the scene? What does the
line suggest?
Ans: The scene of commuters getting out and into the train coaches in a
rush is a regular scene inIndia’s most populated metropolis. The line
suggests that the people in cities are busy.
Task 1: Learn the following answers:
1.“Roma Talreja tried to settle into a corner near the door in the train”. Was
she right in doing this? What would you have done, if you were there?
Ans: No, She was not right in doing this. She lost her tenuous foothold and
panicked. If I were there, I would have settled in the safe place in the coach.
2.“Behanji, aap theek hai?” But there was no response and no help in sight.
Why was it so?
Ans: Because she was by the Tracks senseless (unconscious). There was a
large wound behind her head and blood was flowing out. So there was no
response from her.
3. Give the details about Roma Talreja.
Ans: Roma Talreja was a B.Com.Graduate from Pune. She was working as a
call centre executive. She loved her job, talking and connecting to
customers, and making new friends. Her brother was Dinesh Talreja and
she was engaged to her fiancé Vijay.
4. Give the details about Baleshwar Mishra.
Ans: Baleshwar Mishra was an unemployed high-school dropout recently
came to Mumbai for job. He was from Mirzapur in Uttar Pradesh
5. Why not didn’t the on-duty physician give only first aid to Roma and not
the treatment?
Ans: The on-duty physician could only give the basic first aid to Roma as the
facility lacked personnel and equipment
6.“Oh! I couldn’t thank him”, Baleshwar thought. Who do you think he
couldn’t thank?
Ans: Baleshwar couldn’t thank the tempo-truck driver who helped
Baleshwar to carry Roma to the hospital. He slipped away from the hospital
having done all the help

7.Why did Baleshwar revisit the spot where Roma has fallen?
Ans: Roma’s brother, Dinesh, had told him that her cell phone and handbag
were missing. Baleshwar revisited the spot where Romahad fallen. With the
help of a railway employee he was able to recover some of her belongings.
8."Take the girl to Airoli”, Suggested the cop. But Baleshwar disagreed. Why
did he do so?
Ans: Baleshwar felt that the girl needed medical help immediately. Airoli was
at least 10 kilometres away and he knew of a small hospital close by. So he
did not agree with the cop
9. Baleshwar had a good memory. Do you agree with this? Give examples to
support your view.
Ans: Yes, Baleshwar had a good memory. Roma had given him her brother’s
cell phone number and he memorized it quickly before she lost
consciousness again. Thus he was able to contact Dinesh and inform him
about the accident.
10. Baleshwar felt that people of Mumbai were afraid. What were they afraid
of, in his opinion?
Ans: Baleshwar felt that people of Mumbai were afraid of getting trapped in
the courts or with the police. So they were callous to the strangers even at
the time of accidents
Task 2: Picture reading activity
Facilitator should provide a picture for the activity.
Task 1: Choose the correct option to complete the statements:
1)“Take the girl to Airoli”, suggested the cop. But Baleshwar did not agree
with him because
a) There was no good hospital.
b) It was 10 kilometres away
c) There were no equipment.
d) he did not like Airoli
2) The physician in the small hospital gave only first aid to Roma because
a) She was very serious
b) she could not pay her medical expenses
c) There were no personnel and equipment
d) There were no nurses
3)The only person who volunteered to help Baleshwar was
a) Railway guard
b) doctor
c) tempo-truck driver
Physician

d) on duty

4)Baleshwar had a good Memory. The incident which substantiates this is
a) He memorized Dinesh’s cell phone number
b) He remembered the nearest hospital
c) He asked her relatives phone number
d) He brought Roma to the hospital in time
5) Dinesh Telreja was
a) Software engineer

b)doctor

c) marketing executive

d)shop keeper

6)The Hospital where Roma was admitted finally
a) Small hospital
b)Airoli Hospital
c) govt hospital
d) Divine Multi-Speciality Hospital
7)The doctor at Divine hospital admitted Roma without any paper work
because
a) She was injured seriously
b) he was a good doctor
c) It was a private hospital
d) he feared that she may die
8)Baleshwar could not thank the tempo truck driver because
a) it was just his duty to help him
b) he was not relative
c) Baleshwar did not know how to thank him
d) Roma was his relative
9)Baleshar revisited the spot where Roma had fallen to
a) Complainthe railway police
b) look for his belongings
c) look for Roma’s belongings
d)inspect how the accident happened
10)According to Baleshwar the people of Mumbai could help at the time of
accidents because
a) They were very busy.
b) they were callous to others
c) They don’t help strangers.
d) They were afraid of getting trapped in courts or with the police
Task 2: Quote from memory the poem ‘Quality of Mercy’ (Write the
whole poem)
Task 3: Letter writing: Facilitator can give any formal letter to the
students.

तृतीय भाषा हदी
.

महीना

अिधगम के प रणाम

िवषय-व तु

सूिचत गितिविधयाँ

मू यांकन

क मीरी सेब, िग लू,

लग संबंधी

सं.
1

जनवरी
स ाह -1

िनधा रत पाठ म

लग क पहचान

िनिहत पु लग और
ी लग श द, वचन व
िवलोम श द क
जानकारी ा करते ह।

मेरा बचपन पाठ म

िलिखत व

िनिहत पु लग और

मौिखक काय

वचन और
िवलोम श द क
पहचान

ी लग श द,वचन
और िवलोम श द क
सूची बनाते ह।

सामूिहक काय
क जाँच।

कारक िच ह क
र

जानकारी ा करते ह।
कारक के कार

थान म कारक

िच ह भरते ह।

कायप क ारा
आकलन

िवराम िच ह क
वा य म यु

जानकारी ा करते ह।

िवराम

िच ह को पहचानते ह।
िवराम िच ह

िलिखत एवं
मौिखक
सामूिहक काय
ारा आकलन

.सं
.
1

महीना
जनवरी
स ाह-2

अिधगम के प रणाम
1.खरीददारी म
सावधानी बरतना।

िवषय-व तु

सूिचत गितिविधयाँ

मू यांकन

कहानी से संबंिधत
के उ र एक
एक वा य म िलखते
ह।

िलिखत
उ र का
आकलन

िग लू
सािहि यक
िवधा: रेखा
िच
िग लू के काय
कलाप

रेखा िच से जुड़े
िवचार को जोड़कर
िलखते ह और पढ़ते
ह।

िग लू के ित
महादेवी वमा
जी क ममता।

रेखा िच से जुड़े
िवचार को मानुसार
िलखते और पढ़ते ह।
सामूिहक काय

छा
ारा
िलिखत
उ र का
मू यांकन।
मौिखक
काय का
आकलन

क मीरी सेब

2.फल सि जय का
मह व।
3.कहानी का संदेश
ाणी दया क सीख

ाणी जगत क
मानव सहज जीवन
शैली का िच ण।

आधुिनक मानव क
भौितक साधना का
प रचय।

स ाह 3

े , भाईचारा,
ह
मानवीयता का
मह व जानना।
कलाम का जीवन,
जैनुला दीन और
जलालु ीन के
ि व से प रिचत
होना।
सादगी, धा मक

अिभनव मनु य
किव-रामधारी
सह ‘ दनकर’

अवलोकन
किवता का स वर
वाचन कराना।
(सामूिहक काय)
ुतलेख ारा नए
श द को िलखवाना।

छा
ारा
िलिखत
उ र क
जांच

र
थान क पू त
करना।
मेरा बचपन
सािहि यक
िवधा: आ मकथा पा ांश का आदश
वाचन ।
के उ र एकएक वा य म िलखते
ह।
सही उ र को

अवलोकन
छा
ारा
िलिखत
उ र क
जांच।
लघु परी ा

सिह णुता,
िमलजुलकर रहना,
आ द संदश
े ।
एकांक से प र म
से जीना,
वािभमान, पर दुख
कातरता,आ द
मानवीय गुण को
सीखते ह।

स ाह 4

बसंत क
स ाई
सािहि यक िवधा
एकांक

जोड़कर िलखते ह।

छोटे-छोटे इकाइय म
बसंत का च र
िच ण करते ह।
छोटी छोटी इकाइय
म पंिडत राज कशोर
के
ि व से अवगत
होते ह।

छा
ारा
िलिखत
उ र क
जाँच।

काय-प क 1
िन िलिखत श द के

ी लग प िलिखए और प ढए:

1. लेखक2.

ीमान-

3. मयूर4. कु ा5. हंस6. नर7. पु ष8. िपता
9. बहन-

कायप क 2
िन िलिखत श द के ब वचन

● चीज● पया● आंख● दुकान● उं गली-

प िलिखए और प ढ़ए :

● िलफाफा● घ सला● गमला● रे वड़ी● िखड़क [सूचना : अ यापक यामपट पर छा

से िलखवाकर लेखन और

वाचन का अ यास करावा सकत ह।]

काय-प क 3
िन िलिखत र

थान क पू त कारक िच ह से क िजए:

( का, से ,म , के , पर ,को ,के िलए ,ने ,क )
1. िग लू के जीवन--------- थम वसंत आया।
2. आज ---------- दुिनया िविच है।
3. आधुिनक मानव ने कृ ित ----------- िवजय पाई है।
4. मानव का यान गगन ----------- जा रहा है।
5. म अभी बाजार ----------- भुना लाता ।ँ
6. टोमाटो भोजन ------------- आव यक अंग बन गया है।
7. लेिखका ने िग लू ----------------- झूला तैयार कया।
8. बड़ी मुि कल से बसंत ------------- घर ले आए।

कार्-प क 4
वा य म यु

िवराम िच ह को पहचािनए:

1. अरे यह तो जमीन पर लेटा है ! (पूणिवराम, िव मया दबोधक)
2. एक छलनी म तु ह या बचेगा ?

(

वाचक, उ रण)

3. रामानंद शा ी, अर वदन, िशव काश अ दुल कलाम के िम थे।
(अ पिवराम, अध िवराम)
4. रामे रम िशव मं दर के कारण िस

है।

(

वाचक,

पूण िवराम )
5. "यह गरीब है पर इसम एक दुलभ गुण है"।

(उ रण,

िव मया दबोधक )

कायप क 1
िन िलिखत
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

के उ र एक एक पूण वा य म िलिखए :

े चंद चीज खरीदने कहाँ गए थे ?
म
लेखक को बाजार म या नजर आया ?
लेखक का जी य ललचा उठा ?
टोमाटो कस का आव यक अंग बन गया है ?
वाद म सेब कस से बढ़कर नह है ?
आजकल िशि त समाज म कसके बारे म िवचार कया जाता है ?
रोज एक सेब खाने से कनक ज रत नह रहेगी ?

कायप क 2
िन िलिखत वा य म सही और गलत कथन पहचािनए :
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

दुकान पर गुलाबी सेब देखकर लेखक का जी ललचाया ।
गाजर म ब त िवटािमन है।
अब टोमाटो भोजन का आव यक अंग नह है ।
फल खाने का सही समय सायंकाल है ।
एक सेब भी खाने लायक नह था ।
दुकानदार ने जानबूझकर लेखक को धोखा दया ।
लेखक ने मुहरम के मेले म रे विडयाँ खरीद ली थ ।
बाजार म खरीदारी करते समय सावधान नह रहना चािहए ।

काय-प क 3
जोड़कर िलिखए
1. कौआ

 सुराही पर लेटता।

2. िग लू के घाव पर

 अपनी झूले म लेटता ।

3. िग लू का ि य खा

 सोनजूही क लता के नीचे

4. िग लू गम के

 तीन वष से अिधक नह होती ।

दन म

5. िगलह रय के जीवन क अविध

 तीन वष से अिधक होती है ।

6. िगलहरी क समािध

 पि सिलन का मरहम लगाया ।
 काजू था ।
 िविच

प ी है ।

काय-प क 4
िन िलिखत वा य को मानुसार िलिखए

:

1. लेिखका ने िग लू को कौ
से बचाया ।
2. ई से र प छकर घाव पर औषध लगाया ।
3. िग लू लेिखका के पैर तक आकर फर पद पर चढ़
जाता था ।
4. िग लू लेिखका के थाली के पास बैठकर खाता था।
5. मोटर दुघटना म आहत होकर लेिखका को कु छ दन
अ पताल म रहना पड़ा ।
6. िग लू के अंितम दन उसने न कु छ खाया न बाहर
गया।
7. सोनजुही क लता के नीचे िग लू क समािध बनाई
गयी।

काय-प क 5
1. अिभनव मनु य किवता का आदश वाचन करवाना।
2. छा
को समूह म बाँट कर सामूिहक वाचन
करवाना।
3. किवता म ि थत नये श द का ुतलेख देना।

काय-प क 6
को क म दए गए श द को चुनकर र

थान क पू त क िजए:

( लाँघ, साधना, गगन म, िविच और नवीन, मनु य, पवन का ताप,, कृ ित,
ेह का बाँध, )
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

दनकर जी के अनुसार आज क दुिनया --------------- है।

आधुिनक मानव के
म पर ---------- चढ़ता और उतरता है।
परमाणु भी ---------- को देखकर काँपते ह।
आधुिनक पु ष ने --------- पर िवजय पायी है।
आज मनु य का यान ---------- जा रहा है।
कृ ित पर िवजय ा करना मनु य क --------- है।
मानव-मानव के बीच म ---------- बनाना मानव क िसि है।
आधुिनक मानव नदी, सागर, पवत को एक समान------सकता है।

काय-प क 7
िन िलिखत

के उ र एक-एक पूण वा य म िलिखए :

1. अ दुल कलाम जी का ज म कहाँ आ ?
2. अ दुल कलाम जी बचपन म कस घर म रहते थे ?
3. अ दुल कलाम जी के बचपन म दुलभ व तु या थी ?
4. अ दुल कलाम जी का बचपन कै से बीता ?
5. रामे रम कस कारण िस है ?
6. जैनुलाबदीन का वभाव कै सा था ?
7. जैनुलाबदीन ने कौन सा काम शु
कया ?
8. कलाम के बचपन म दुलभ व तु या थी ?
9. कलाम के बचपन के िम कौन-कौन थे ?

कायप क 8
िमलान क िजए :
1. कलाम के िपता
2. कलाम के जीजा
3. जैनुलाबदीन
4. कलाम का बचपन
5. आदश जीवनसंिगनी
आिशय माआडं
बरहीन ि
शमसु ीन
जलालु ीन
जैनल
ु ाबदीन
सादगी म
बीता।

काय-प क 8

I . िन






िलिखत वा य को मानुसार िलिखए:

होष आने के बाद उसने राज कशोर के
वह छलनी आ द बेचकर अपना जीवन
भुना लाते समय वह मोटर दुघटना म
इस कार बसंत एक ईमानदार बालक
बसंत एक गरीब बालक था ।

पैसे वापस लौटा दए।
चलाता था ।
घायल आ ।
था ।

काय-प क 9
िन िलिखत वा य को घटना मानुसार िलिखए:
 पंिडत राज कशोर मजदूर के नेता थे।
 बाजार म बसंत के वभाव से राज कशोर भािवत ए।
 बसंत को सहायता करने के उ े य से ही छलनी खरीदी
।
 मोटर दुघटना म बसंत के घायल होने क बात से
राज कशोर अ यंत दु:खी ए।
 तुरंत डॉ टर को लेकर उसक िच क सा करवायी।
 इस कार पंिडत राज कशोर एक परोपकारी
ि थे।

subject: science
Chapter: Electricity
Activity-1
Define the following terms and write their SI units:
# Electricity
# Electric charge
# Electric current # Potential difference
# Electrical resistance
Activity 2:
Draw the circuit diagrams by using battery, voltmeter, switch, bulb and a conductor
Activity 3:
Draw the circuit diagram of resistances R 1, R2 and R3 connected parallel
Chapter: Metals and Non-metals
Activity 1
Identify valence electrons of the following elements by writing electronic configuration of the given
elements.
Sodium: Z=11, Oxygen Z=8, Nitrogen Z=7, Chlorine Z=17, Aluminium Z=13,
Iron Z=26,
Activity 2
Arrange the following elements into their decreasing order of their reactivity.
Mg, Na, Al, Au, K, Zn, Fe, Cu
Activity 3
Write the balanced chemical equation of Magnesium and Aluminium, reacts with air
Chapter: Control and Coordination:
Activity 1
Draw a neat diagram of L/S of human brain and label the following parts:
Cerebrum, cerebellum, pons and spinal chord
Activity 2
List out the functions of following plant hormones
Hormones
Auxin

Function

Gibberellin
Cytokinin
Abscisic acid
Activity 3
Name the endocrine glands and their secreting hormones by using the given picture.

Science model Activity plan for continuous learning from January second week
Chapter: Electricity
Learning
competencies
Able to
Understand the
production of
electricity

Content/ concepts
Electric charge

Coulomb

Suggested Activities

Evaluation

Conduct the activity by using paper pieces
and comb to demonstrate the charge.

Define electric
charge.

Demonstrate two balloons getting charge
by rubbing each other and bring them
into close, they repulse each other.

Write the unit of
electric charge.

Demonstrate the rubbing the bunch of
cement bag fibres, they repulse each other Define coulomb.
Electric current

Demonstrate the two straws rubbing on
the wool cloth, and bring them close to
each other.
Provide remote cell to the students, ask
them to identify the positive and negative
poles of the cell.

Electricity
Demonstrate the making of simple
electrical circuit

They will know
how electric
current flows
through the
circuit

Electric circuit

Draw the simple circuit.

Electric potential

understand the electric potential by
Demonstrating two terminals of a cell

Name the SI unit of
Electricity.
Draw the block
diagram of simple
circuit.
Define electric
potential and name
the SI unit of that.

Potential difference
Volt meter
Problems related to
potential difference

They will have
an
understanding
of the
measures to
control or
regulate the
electric current

Name the device to
measure the
electric current.

demonstrate the measuring of potential
difference by using volt meter
solving the problems related to potential
difference

Ohm’s law

Demonstrate the Ohm’s law activity 12.1
and 12.2

Relation between
electric current and
potential difference

Draw the graph to show the difference
between electric current and potential
difference.

Resistance,
resistors and
resistivity.

Explain the meanings of resistance.
Resistor and resistivity.

Factors on which
the resistance of a
conductor depends.

Conduct activity 12.3 to demonstrate
factors on which the resistance of a

Name the device to
measure the
electric potential.
Solving the
exercise problems
State Ohm’s law.
Draw a graph
showing relation
between potential
difference and
electric current.
Define resistance
and resistivity of a
conductor.

resistor depends.
Resistors in series
and parallel

Heating effect of
Electric current

Draw diagrams of series and parallel
connections of resistors.

Solve the exercise
problems given in
the text book
related to
resistance and
potential
difference.

Conduct the activities 12.4, 12.5 and 12.6
to
calc
ulate
the
total
resistance and amount of electric current Listing out the
flows in the series and parallel
practical
connections of resistors
applications of
heating effect of
Prepare a table to show the applications
electric current.
of joule’s heating effect of electric current

Collect the different electrical gadgets/
cartoons of the gadgets to know the
electric power.
Suggestions for the preparation of activity sheets:
make a table to show the symbols of electrical components used in the electrical circuit.
Draw a graph to show Ohm’s law
Define the following: electric current, electric charge, Coulomb, Ampere, potential difference, Resistance,
resistivity, Joule’s law of heating effect of electric current.
Make chart of Formulas to solve the problems in this chapter.
Make a table of SI units of Electricity concepts.
Solve the exercise problems given in the text book.

Chapter: Metals and nonmetals
Learning
competencies
Understanding
how properties
relate to the
usefulness of
elements

Content/ concepts
* Introduction of
elements in the
periodic table
* Introduction to
Electronic
configuration
* Classification of
metals and
nonmetals by
identifying valence
electrons

Suggested Activities
Demonstrating the periodic classification
of elements chart
Writing electronic configuration of the
elements of atomic no. 1 to 30 in the
periodic table.
Identifying the valence electrons using
electronic configuration

Evaluation
Define electronic
configuration.
Name the different
shells of an atom.
Classify the
following elements
into metals and
non metals based
on the valence
electrons present
in their atoms.
Mg, Na, C, O, K,
He, Au, Ag, Si, H,

Mn, Fe, Hg, Br.
Classify the
elements based
on their
physical and
chemical
properties.

Physical properties
of metals.

Conduct the activities 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5
and 3.6

physical properties
of the nonmetals.

Conduct the activities 3.7 and 3.8

Chemical
properties of
metals

Observe the rusted iron piece, white
powder on the aluminium articles and
black layer coated on the copper vessels
at home,
Conduct the experiment 3.9 and 3.10 and
record the inference.

Displacement
reaction

Use lemon juice, tamarind juice and
vinegar to remove the black coat on the
copper vessels.
Conduct the experiment 3.11 and record
the inference

Reactivity series of
metals

Demonstrate the displacement reaction
experiment of 3.12, and record the
inference

Formation and
properties of Ionic
compounds

Prepare a table of reactivity series of
metals
Explaining of ionic bond formation by
writing electron dot structure of sodium,
magnesium and chlorine.
By using dry cell, a conductor, a bulb,
ionic salts and water, demonstrate the
properties of ionic compounds.

Understand the
processes of
metallurgy

Enrichment of ores

Prepare a table of metals and their ores
with molecular formula.
Write the concept map of different
processes of extracting metals.

Extraction of
metals

Show the video of thermite process by

Give an example of
a metal which:
 is a liquid at room
temperature.
 Can be easily cut
with a knife.
 is the best
conductor of heat.
Explain
malleability and
ductility.
Sodium is kept
under kerosene.
Why?
Black layer is
formed on the
copper vessels.
Give reason.
Write the balanced
chemical equation
zinc reacts with
dilute sulphuric
acid.
Briefly explain
with the help of
chemical equation
of iron and copper
sulphate
displacement
reaction.
Make a chart of
reactivity series of
metals.
Write the electron
dot structure of
sodium reacts with
chlorine form
sodium chloride.
Name the ores of
copper.
Write the
differences
between roasting

Refining of metals

using the following web link.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNjo
sF789X4)

and calcination.

Explain the electrolytic refining of copper

equation of thermite
process.

Write the chemical

Conduct the experiment 3.14 to
demonstrate the reason for corrosion, and Draw a diagram of
electrolytic
record the inference.
refining of copper.
Listing out the preventive measures of
What is corrosion?
corrosion.

Corrosion

List out the
preventive
measures of
corrosion.

Activity sheet: 1
Complete the following table
Sl.
no.

Element

1

Carbon

C

2.

Sodium

Na

3
4
5

Symbol

Atomic
no.

Electrons in different
shells

No. of
valence
electrons
.

K

L

M

N

6

2

4

-

-

4

11

2

8

1

-

1

Activity sheet-2
complete your observations of physical properties of metals and non metals
Sl.
No.

Element

Symbol

Metal/nonmetal

Type of
surface

Hardness

Ductility

Malleability

1

Gold

Au

Metal

Shiny

No

Yes

No

S

Non metal

Not
shiny

No

No

No

2. sulphur

sonority

Yes

No

Conducts
electricity

yes
No

3

4
5

Activity sheet- 3
Write the balanced chemical equations of the following metals given in the table
reacts with air.
Sl.
No.

Metal

Reacts with air

1

Magnesium

Mg + O2 2MgO

2

Iron

3

Aluminium

4

Sodium

5

Copper

Activity sheet- 4
Write the balanced chemical equations of the following metals given in the table
reacts with water.
Sl.
no..

Metal

1

Potassium

2

Zinc

3

Aluminium

4

Sodium

5

Calcium

Reacts with water

Chapter - Control and Coordination
Learning
competencies
To Know how
the body
structure of
animals and
human
beingscontrol
and
coordinates

Content/
concepts
Neuron: structure
and function
Spinal cord: reflex
action and reflex
arc
Human brain:
parts and function
Functions of
nervous tissue

Suggested Activities

Evaluation

Make a model of neuron by using
Draw neat diagram
woollen thread on the card board sheet of neuron and label
and explain the parts and the functions the parts.
of neuron.
What is the function
Recall some reflex actions that we have of axon?
experienced.
Touching flame is an urgent and
What is reflex
dangerous situation,
action?
Touching the sharp edges accidentally,
and explain in these situations how our What is the function
body works.
of receptors in our
body?
Explain the structure and function of
spinal cord.
List out the different

To know the structure and function of
spinal cord, watch the video click the
below link.

parts of spinal cord
and write the
function of the parts.

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxpb1okVig )

Prepare a chart showing brain and
function of its parts.
Demonstrate the brain model.
Explain the functions of nervous tissue
by using the following animated video
link:
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUGuWh2UeMk)

To Understand
control and
coordination in
plants

General
Characteristics of
plants.
Immediate
response to
stimulus
Movement due to
growth:
Geotropism,
phototropism and
hydrotropism
Chemotropism

Write a neat diagram
of LS o
of human brain.
What is the function
of cerebellum?
How does the
nervous tissue cause
action?

Listing out the general characteristics
of plants.

List out the different
movement in plants.

Demonstrating respond to stimuli with
the help of touch me not plant.

What is geotropism?

Why roots of the
plants grow towards
the soil?
(or use animations or video clips)
(https://i.pinimg.com/originals/f2/94
/37/f2943782b08d8fba1c23ae931138
a68e.gif )
Explain the geotropism with suitable
example. To demonstrate the
geotropism use the following URL.
(https://youtu.be/4D8tg3sY8MA?list=
RDCMUCzB_4t_2KkoFGiX45tajITg&t=5
2)
Demonstrate the phototropism of a
potted plant growing towards light
(Assign the
work to
students, to
prepare a
model of the
phototropism
by using a
paper box
andplant
grown in a
coffee cup)

Plant stem bend
towards light. Why?

What is
chemotropism?

Use cavity slide to demonstrate the
chemotropism of pollen grains.
(use 10% glucose solution, pollen
grains of hibiscus and
a cavity slide, observe
the germination of
pollen tube by using
microscope. Otherwise
you can use simple mini microscope.

Understand the
hormones role
in control and
coordination of
plants and
animals

Plant hormones
and functions

Make a chart of plant hormones and
functions.

What are planet
hormones?

Explain the functions of hormones like
Apical dominance in plants, elongation
of stem, falling of leaves, delay of
senescence, ripening of fruits. Etc.

List out the functions
of plant hormones.

Explain the reason why Calcium
carbide is used for ripening of banana
and mango.
Hormones in
animals

Make a chart of endocrine glands in
man, refer the table 7.4. and explain
the functions of different hormones
secreted by endocrine glands.

calcium carbide is
used for ripening of
banana and mango.
Why?
Why is the use of
iodised salt
advisable?
How does chemical
coordination take
place in animals?

Activity sheet-1
Draw a neat diagram of neuron and
label the parts.

Draw a neat diagram of LS of human
brain and label the parts:

Activity sheet – 2
೧ . Identify the process taking place

in the fig . and name the part of the
nervous system involved in it.

೨ , identify the positive and negative

geotropic parts of a given fig.

೩ . Label the marked parts and write

the functions.

Suggested activity sheets:

 incomplete table of important hormones and their functions (refer table 7.1)
 incomplete table of parts of a brain and their functions.
 Prepare some other diagrambased questions.

 Chapter to be facilitated in the Month of January.
1. Arithmetic progression.
2. Triangles.
3. Pair of linear equations in two variables.
 If you click on the date telecasted you can see the telecastedvideo.

Activity and activity sheets to facilitate the chapters watched in Samveda e-kalika program
for the month of January
Standard :-10

Subject: Mathematics

Telecasted Dates :-17-08-2020

Chapter : 1 Arithmetic progression

18-08-2020
19-08-2020
24-08-2020
25-08-2020

Activity sheet :-1
1. Observe the number patterns and write the next 3 numbers.
1. 1, 4, 9, 16________, __________, _________.
2. 3, 6, 12, 24__________, ___________, __________.
3. 0, 7, 26. ___________, ___________, ____________.
2. Use the following key words and define Sequence.
particular, Common rule , Pattern
3. Identify the common rule in the following pattern .
1. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, . . . . . . . . . .
2. 3, 7, 11, 15, 19. . . . . . . . . . . .
3. 6, 12, 18, 24, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60

4. With related to given arithmetic progression identify the terms
2,

4,

6,
2

8,
2

10,

12,

14,

16,

18,

20

2

4. Identify the first term and common difference in the following arithmetic
progression.
Arithmetic progression

,

,

First term

Common difference

. . . .

1.5, 3.0, 4.5 . . . .
√7, 3√7, 5√7
3, 1, -1, 3, . . . . . . .
-5, -1, 3, 7
6. Which of the following are3 AP’s?
1) 3, 6, 10, 12, 15, 18 . . . . . . . .
2) 11, 22, 33, 44, 55.
3) 18, 15, 12, 9, 6, 3, . . . . .
7. In this arithmetic progression 2, 5, 8, 11, 14 . . . . . .
 Whatplace does the number in the box occupies and how do you represent it?
 How do you find the next term to 14?
 What is the third term of this AP?

9. Give two examples for Finite and Infinite sequences.
Finite sequences

Infinite sequences

8. Define Arithmetic progression. Give the general form of the arithmetic
progression.

9.The general term of an AP __________________.
10. write the following terms of the AP in terms of first term and common
difference.
ex :- a6 = a + 5d
 a10 =
 a8 =
 a25 =
 a100 =
11.Give the formula to find the nth term of an AP using last term________________.
12. Find the 10th term of the AP3, 7, 11, . . . . . .

Suggested activity plan to teach Arithmetic progression
Learning out

Subject/

Suggested

comes/ learning

concept

activities

*introduction:
basic concept
of arithmetic
progression.
* An
arithmetic
progression is
a list of
numbers in
which each
term is
obtained by
adding a fixed
number to
the preceding
term except
the first term.

Child has learnt
many types of
numbers like
even number,
odd number etc.
Child should be
encouraged to
compare the
preceding and
succeeding
numbers given in
the number list to
identify the
pattern hidden in
it.
Using the
knowledge
acquired, the
basic idea of
arithmetic
progression can
be introduced.

Screen shots

Evaluation

compitencies
Framing different
list of numbers,
Using the
knowledge of
types of numbers
learnt in 9th
standard.
Also stress the
need of using the
term arithmetic
progressions.

Evaluation
could be done
using the
activity
act
sheet /
work sheet
provided.
In the activity
sheet, List of
numbers can be
framed by the
given first term
and common
difference.

Activity sheet :- 2

1. Write the correct answer to the following multiple-choice questions with the alphbet.
1) The common difference of the AP3, 13, 23, 33, ...................
a) 8

b) 9

c) 10

d) 11

Ans:2) Among the following identify the AP with first term 26 and d -7...
a) 26, 19, 13, 7.......

b) 26, 18, 11, 4, ......

c) 26, 19, 12, 5,......

d) 26, 18, 12, 5, .....

Ans:3) The nth term of the AP whose first term is ‘p’ and common difference is ‘q’
a) p + (n + 1)q

b) p - (n + 1 ) q

c) p + (n - 1)q

d) p - (n - 1)q

Ans:4) The nth term of the AP 17, 12, 7, 2.......
Ans:5) In an arithmetic progression If a1 =13, a9 =61 then common difference
a) 8

b) 6

c) 4

d) 2

Ans:6) In this AP 24, 21, 18…which term is the first negative term ?
a) 8thb) 9thc) 10thd) 12th
Ans:7) In an arithmetic progression If a25 - a20 = 45 then common difference is
a) 9
b) -9
c) 18
d) 23
Ans:IIFill the missing terms of the following AP
1) 19, ___ , 31
2) 16, ___ , ___ , 31
3) ___, 6 , ___ , 14

4) ___, 7 , ___ , ___ , 1
IIIIf the first term and common difference is given write the first 4 terms of the AP
Sl no
First four terms of the AP
‘a’
‘d’
1

3

4

2

9

0

3

-4

-5

4

-1

1/2

Fill up the blanks :1. Formula to find the nth term of an AP ------------2. Formula to find the sum of n terms of an AP----------3. Formula to find the sum of n terms of an AP If first ‘a’ and last term a n is given- - -- - - - IVFill in the blanks in the following table, given that a is the first term, d the common
difference and an the nth term of the AP::Sl.no First term ‘a’
Common
nth term
an
difference‘d’
1
13
15
55
2
-2
22
-39
3
12
4
56
4
4
-2
5
5
3
2
9
V. Solve the following
1) Which term of the AP8, -4, -16, -28, .......is-880?
Ans:2) Find the 15th term of an AP whose 6th term is -10 and the 10th term is -26

Ans:3Find the 14th term of the AP 10, -5, -20, ..... .

Ans:4) Find the number of terms of the 6, 3, 0, -3, ....., -36.
Ans:-

5) How many 2 digits numbers are divisible by 8?
Ans:-

VI.Solve the following sums
1. Find the sum of: 4+12+20+--------+100
Ans:2. Find the sum of all the odd numbers within 100.
Ans:3. Find the sum of all the numbers between 100 and 200 which are divisible 5?
Ans:4. If2+4+6+8+ ___ = 10100 then find the total numbers of terms.
Ans:5. How many terms of the AP 1, 4, 7, ........... makes the sum 51 ?
Ans:6. Find the sum of n terms of n + (n + 2) + (n + 4) + (n + 6).....
Ans:7. International cricket council organises world cup cricket match once in 4 years
from 1975. Then what is the 2019England world cup cricket match ?
8. A sum of 700 is to be used to give seven cash prizes to students of a school for
their overall academic performance. If each prize is ` 20 less than its preceding
prize, findthe value of each of the prizes.
Ans:9. Find the sum of all 3 digits number which are divisible by 5
Ans:10. Find the sum of all the 21 terms of the AP whose firstterm is 4 and the last term
is 64.
Ans:-

Standard :-10

Subject: : MathematicsTelecasted Dates :-:-

26-08-2020

Chapter :-2Triangles

31-08-2020

Activity sheet:-1

01-09-2020
02-09-2020
07-09-2020
08-09-2020
09-09-2020
14-09-2020

rom your surroundings.
1. Collect and paste same shape leaves, petals or pictures ffrom
Ex:-

2. Name the planor figures having same shapes.
shapes
Ex: All squares.

3. In the following set of triangles pick the triangles with same shapes observe the
measurement of the interior angles of those triangles. Write your inference.
inferen

Ans:4. Do the activity by using previous knowledge on constructions of triangles.
1) Construct a triangle ABC having measurement A= 600,B = 300and AB= 6 cm.
Also Construct one more triangle POR with the measurement P
P = 500,Q = 700and
PQ= 4cm .
2) Construct a triangle ABC having measurement A = 700 , B
B = 500and AB= 5cm
Also Construct one more triangle POR with the measurementP
measurement P = 500 , Q = 700and
PQ = 5cm In these two examples





In the triangles you constructed measure the remaining in
interior
terior angles .
1. C =

and

R =

2. C =

and

R =

Cut the triangles you constructed and keep one on other do they coincide? Is the
triangles you constructed are Similar? Or they are Congruent? Draw your
y
inference.
Write the difference between them .

5. If the given two triangles in the figure are similar ,
Fill the table given below.

Observation

Ans

Observation

Ans

Observation

In PQR Angle
equal to A in
ABC

In ABC
ABC The
Th side
opposite to A

In PQR
PQR The
side opposite to
P

In PQR Angle
equal to B in
ABC

In ABC
ABC The side
opposite to B

In PQR
PQR The
side opposite to
Q

In PQR Angle
equal to C in
ABC

In ABC
ABC The side
opposite to C

In PQR
PQR The
side opposite to
R

Ans

6. In given figures ABC and
DEF are equiangular triangles,also HJI and KML are
equiangular triangles. Find the ratio of their corresponding sides and record your
observation.

AB=

BC=

AC=

HJ=

JI=

HI=

DE=

EG=

DG=

KM=

ML=

KL=

𝐀𝐁

𝐁𝐂

𝐃𝐄

=

Result :-

𝐄𝐆

=

𝐀𝐂
𝐃𝐆

=

𝐇𝐉
𝐃𝐌

=

𝐉𝐈
𝐃𝐋

=

𝐇𝐈

=

𝐊𝐋

Learning out
comes/ learning

Subject/
concept

Suggested activities

Screen shots

The figures
having same
shape are
similar.

By an activity of giving objects
like leaves of the plants, flowers,
photos and other diagrams, we
can create an environment to
understand that the similar
figures have same shape.
 Give equiangular and nonequiangular triangles.
 Ask the child to group
according to its shape.
 Encourage the child to
group triangles with
similar shape.
 Also encourage to observe
the measures of
corresponding angles of
both similar and nonsimilar triangles.
Dear students, you know that
the lines in your ruled note
books are parallel to one

From
rom the
group of
triangles
given
identify the triangles
having same shape and
observe the measure of
corresponding interior
angles. What is your
conclusion?

Evaluations

competencies
Understands that
similar figures
have same shape.

Examines if
Equiangular
equiangular
triangles are
triangles are similar. similar.

Identifies the
differences
between similar and
equilateral

All congruent
triangles are
similar but all
similar triangles

1) Draw triangle ABC such
that angle A= 600, B =
300andAB= 6 cmsimilarly
similarly
draw triangle PQR such

Use suitable
tools and
technique. For
example: work

that angle P = 500& Q =
700and PQ= 4cm 2) Draw
triangle ABC having angle
A = 700 B = 500and AB=
5cm.
Also draw triangle PQR
such that angleP
P = 500 Q =
700andPQ = 5cmIn
In both
examples compare the
shapes and try to overlap
one above the other and
say what did you fin
find from
this? What is your
conclusion?

triangles.

are not
congruent.

another.
Draw triangle as shown below.
Let the base of the
t triangle be
on the line.
Draw one or two parallel lines to
the base as shown.
Measure the sides and find the
ratio of corresponding sides.

Identifies the
corresponding sides
and angles of
similar triangles.

Corresponding
sides and angles
of a similar
triangle.

Asking children to list out the
equal angles in the set of similar
triangles given. Also child
should be encouraged to
identify the sides opposite to
In triangle ABC A
A =?
= B
equal angles and angles
=? & C =? In tria
triangle
opposite to equal sides.
ABC,, the side opposite to
angle A is ---

sheets / quiz/
observation
check list 1. To
examine that the
similar figures
have same
shape. 2. verify if
all equiangular
triangles are
similar.3.List out
the differences
between similar
triangles and
congruent
triangles. 4.
Identify the
corresponding
angles and sides
of the given
similar triangles.
Identifies the
corresponding
sides and angles
in similar
triangles.

The side opposite to
angle B
The side opposite to
angle C
Also identify these in
the triangle PQR.
If a lne is drawn
parallel to one side
of a triangle to
intersect the other
sides in the distinct
points, the other
two sides are
divided
proportionally. ss

Verifies that if the
line divides two
sides of a triangle in
the same ratio, then
the line is parallel to
the third side.

Basic
proportionality
theorem/ Thales
theorem/ BPT

Dear students, you know that
the lines in your ruled note
books are parallel to one
another.
Draw triangle as shown below.
Let the base of the triangle be
on the line.
Draw one or two parallel lines to
the base as shown.
Measure the sides and find the
ratio of corresponding sides.
Converse of
Construct triangle ABC such that
basic
AB=6cm , BC= 8cm and CA = 10 cm
proportionality mark a point on BC at a distance of
theorem/
2 cm from the base. Also mark a
converse of
point 4cm from the base on CA as
Thales theorem shown in the diagram below. Join
the points. And examine if this line
is parallel to the side of the triangle
ABC.
(CLUE:- Verify using postulate of
corresponding angles ÐRPQ

Encourage the
child to Verify
that if the line
divides two sides
of a triangle in
the same ratio,
then the line is
parallel to the
third side.

=ÐRMN )
Concludes that if
two triangles are
equiangular, then
the corresponding
sides are in
proportion and the
two triangles are
similar.

Angle-angle
criterion of
similarity.

Ask the children to construct two
triangles such that their
corresponding two angles are
equal and one side should also be
given.
Once they construct two triangles
ask them to find the ratio of sides.
example: construct triangle ABC
such that ÐA = 650 ÐB = 450
AB = 6cm.
construct another triangle PQR
such that ÐP= 650 ÐQ = 450 PQ
= 8cm.

Give an
opportunity to
Conclude that if
two triangles are
equiangular,
then the
corresponding
sides are in
proportion and
the two triangles
are similar.

Concludes that, if in Converse of
two triangles, sides angle-angle
of one triangle are
criterion.
proportional to the
sides of other
triangle, then their
corresponding
angles are equal
and hence the two
triangles are similar.

Ask the children to draw two
triangles having their sides in the
same ratio and let them measure
the corresponding angles. (activity
5)

Give an
opportunity to
Conclude that, if
in two triangles,
sides of one
triangle are
proportional to
the sides of
other triangle,
then their
corresponding
angles are equal
and hence the
two triangles are
similar.

Applying the
knowledge of
similar triangles to
solve day to day
problems.

Applications of
similar triangles.

Verifies that the
ratio of area of two
similar triangles is
equal to the square
of the ratio of their
corresponding
sides.

Areas of similar
triangles.

Finds that in any
Pythagoras
right angled
theorem.
triangle, the square
of the hypotenuse is
equal to the sum of
the squares of the
other two sides.

1) Find the height of the tree in
the given figure.
2) Using the knowledge of
similar triangles find the
height of the flag ploe of
your school.
For the trianglesdrawn in activity 5
draw perpendicular from the
vertex to the base and find the
ratio of their heights. Also find the
ratio of squares of their
corresponding sides. What is the
conclusion that you can draw fro
from
this activity?

 Ask children to draw right
angled triangles of different
measures.
 Let them find the squares of
the sides.
 Verify if the square of
longest side is equal to the
sum of squares on other two
sides.
 What is your conclusion?

Give an
opportunity to
Verify that the
ratio of area of
two similar
triangles is equal
to the square of
the ratio of their
corresponding
sides.
Provide
opportunities to
children to find
that in any right
angled triangle,
the square of the
hypotenuse is
equal to the sum
of the squares of
the other two
sides.

Finds that if the
Converse of
square on the one
Pythagoras
side of a triangle is theorem.
equal to the sum of
the squares of other
two sides, then the
angle opposite to
the first side is a
right angle.

Appreciates the use
of Pythagoras
theorem to solve
daily life problems.

Applications of
Pythagoras
theorem.

 Ask children to construct
triangles of different
measure.
 Find the squares of each
side.
 Verify if the square on the
one side of a triangle is
equal to the sum of the
squares of other two sides.
 What is your conclusion?

Exercise: 2.6 10th problem,
Exercise: 2.5 problems 10,11, 12

Encourages the
children to find
that if the square
on the one side
of a triangle is
equal to the sum
of the squares of
other two sides,
then the angle
opposite to the
first side is a
right angle.
Appreciates the
use of
Pythagoras
theorem to solve
daily life
problems.

Std:- 10

Sub
Sub:- Mathematics

Activity Sheet
Sheet:-2

Chapter 2:- Triangles

1. Dear Students You all will have writing book as shown below. We
know that horizontal lines in tthe
he book are parallel to each other,
draw a triangle such that its base lies on one of the horizontal line
draw few parallel lines to the base as shown in the figure.

C
L3

M3

L2

M2

L1

M1

A

B

Measure the sides and find the ratios given in the table
table.What is your inference?
𝐀𝐋𝟏
𝐋𝟏𝐂

𝐁𝐌𝟏
𝐌𝟏𝐂

𝐀𝐋𝟐
𝐋𝟐𝐂

𝐁𝐌𝟐
𝐌𝟐𝐂

𝐁𝐌𝟑
𝐌𝟑𝐂

𝐁𝐌𝟑
𝐌𝟑𝐂

2.Construct ABC
ABC triangle with the base of the triangle AB = 6cm and the sides BC =
8cm and CA = 10 cm Mark the points M and N on the BC side at a distance of 2 cm
from the base and at a distance of4cm on CA from the base Join these MN Verify
the line segment MN is parallel to AB .

(Hint: - Use the Postulate on corresponding angles RPQ = RMN)

R
4

6

N

M

4

2

P

Q

.
Note ;The facts we found from the above two activities are

 The parallel line drawn to one side of the triangle divides the other two sides in
proportion
 The
he line that divides the two sides in equal proportions is parallel to the third side.
3. Basic proportionality theorem or Thale’s theorem.
Prove that “If
If a line is drawn parallel to one side of a triangle to intersect the
Other two sides in distinct
inct points, the other two sides are divided in the same
Ratio”.
To prove the theorem follows the following steps.

 According to the given data, draw a triangle and draw a
parallel lin to any one side such that it intersects
the other two sides at different points.
Data :-



Write the ratio of the sides that we have to
prove.
=

 We need the area of the triangles whose base is the
sides that we need to prove their ratios are equal so
join the points to make triangle and also draw the
perpendicular lines to the case from the opposite
vertex. This is the required construction.

Using the concept of area of Triangle and The area of
triangles with the same base

and standing on the same

parallel lines is equal concept prove the theorem logically.

Standard :-10

Subject: Mathematics

Chapter :3 Pairs of linear equations in two variables.
Activity Sheets :-1

In the follwing
linear equations in two variables find the values of
𝒂𝟏 , 𝒃𝟏 , 𝒄𝟏 , 𝒂𝟐 , 𝒃𝟐 , 𝒄𝟐 and compare the ratios ,
1. 5 x

–

4 y

2. x + 2 y

+
+

8 = 0, 7x

4 = 0, 2x

+
+

4y

6 y

𝒂𝟏 𝒃𝟏

,

𝒂𝟐 𝒃𝟐

𝒄

& 𝟏.
𝒄𝟐

− 9 =0

+ 8 =0

1. The price of 2kg apples and 1kg of grapes is Rs.340. The price of 3 kg apple and 2 kg grapes is
Rs.560. Then find the price of 1 kg of apple and 1kg of grapes. Express this in pairs of linear
equations in two variables.

3. Solve the following pairs of linear equations in two variables by graphical

method.
1. x + y = 5, &x - y = 1

Pair of Linear equations in two variables

Learning out comes/

Subject/ concept

Suggested activities

evaluation

learning
compitencies
1. Understands
the type of
graphical
representation
of pair of linear
equations in
two variables.
2. Also finds the
nature of the
solution.

solves linear
equa ons in two
variables by graphical
method.

solu on of linear
In thefollowing pairs of linearequa ons in two variables,
equa ons on two
find the value of 𝑎 , 𝑏 , 𝑐 , 𝑎 , 𝑏 , 𝑐 also find the
variable and the tpe of
𝒂 𝒃
𝒄
value of , 𝒂𝟏 , 𝒃𝟏 & 𝒄𝟏and compare them.
graph obtained.
𝟐
𝟐
𝟐

3. 5 x – 4 y
y − 9 =0
4. x + 2 y
+
+ 8 =0

solving linear
equa ons in two
variables by
graphical method.

+

8 = 0, 7x

4 = 0, 2x

+

+

4y

Solve the pair of linear equations in two variables
by graphical method
1. x + y = 5,
x-y=1

6

1. For what values of
‘K’ the
equations2x + ky
= 10 & x + 4y =
5will be
coincident?
2. 5 x – 4 y + 8 = 0,
7x + 6 y − 9 =0
what is the type of
graph we get by
the above pair of
linear equations ?
Are they consistent
or inconsistent?

Solve the pair of linear
equations in two
variables by graphical
method.
1. x + y = 4,

solves the pair of linear
equa ons in two
variables.

solves the pair of
linear equa ons in
two variables by the
method of
elemination.

Pair of linear
Solving daily life
equations in daily life. problems based on
pair of linear
equations in two
variables using
method of
elimination.
Solves the Equations Equations
reducible to pair of
reducible to pair of
linear equations in
linear equations in
two variables.
two variables.

In thefollowing pair of linear equations, examine if

𝑎 = 𝑎 𝑜𝑟 𝑏 = 𝑏 .
3 x + 4 y + 8 = 0,
x + 3 y − 9 =0
2. Mul ply the following pair of linear equa ons by a
suitable number such that𝑏 = 𝑏 .
5x + 3 y + 4 = 0 ,
2x + 4y + 1 =0

x-y=2
2. x + y = 4,
2x + y = 5
Solve the following pairs
of linear equations by the
method of elemination
3. x + y = 8,
2x + y = 13
4. 2x + 3y = 7,
3x – 4y = 2

Price of 2 kg apple and 1kg grapes is Rs. 340. The
price of 3 kg apple and 2 kg grapes is Rs.560. then
find the price of 1 kg apple and 1kg grapes.
Convert this to linear equations with two variables
and solve.

Statement problems
from the exercise.

Solve these equations reducing to pair of linear
equations in two variables.
𝟐
𝟑
𝟓
𝟒
+
=
13
,
= -2
𝒙
𝒚
𝒙
𝒚

Reduce and solve
𝟓
𝟏
+
=
𝒙 𝟏
𝒚 𝟐
2,
𝟔
𝟑
=
𝒙 𝟏

10

Subject : Mathematics

Activity Sheets :-2

Chapter :3 Pairs of linear equations in two variables. .
1. For what values of ‘k’ the equations2x + ky = 10 & x + 4y = 5.

𝒚 𝟐

1

Standa
rd :-

2. Find the graphical representation of 5 x – 4 y + 8 = 0, 7x + 6 y − 9 =0 also ﬁnd whether they are consistent or inconsistent
3. In the follwing linear equations in two variables find the values of 𝒂𝟏 , 𝒃𝟏 , 𝒄𝟏 , 𝒂𝟐 , 𝒃𝟐 , 𝒄𝟐 and
compare the ratios ,
x + 2 y

+

𝒂𝟏 𝒃𝟏

,

𝒂𝟐 𝒃𝟐

𝒄

& 𝒄𝟏.

4 = 0, 2x

𝟐

+

4y

+ 8 =0

4. Solve the following pairs of linear equations in two variables by graphical methodx + y = 8,
2x + y = 13
5. Solve the following pairs of linear equations in two variables by graphical method.
2x + 3y = 7
3x – 4y = 2
5. Multiply the following pair of linear equations in two variables with suitable number
such that𝒃𝟏 = 𝒃𝟐
5x + 3 y + 4 = 0 , 2x + 4y + 1 =0
7. Solve the following pairs of linear equations by elimination method.
1) x + y = 8 &2x + y = 13
8. The price of 2kg apples and 1kg of grapes is Rs.340. The price of 3 kg apple and 2 kg grapes is Rs.560. Then find the price of 1 kg
of apple and 1kg of grapes. Express this in pair of linear equations in two variablesand Solve.
9.Express the following as pair of linear equations in two variablesand Solve.
𝟐
𝒙

+

𝟑
𝒚

= 13 ,

𝟓
𝒙

-

𝟒
𝒚

= -2

10 Simplify and solve
𝟓
𝒙 𝟏

+

𝟏
𝒚 𝟐

=

By
Suchetha S S A M GHS T Dasarahalli

2 ,

Chandrakala A M GHS Kodigehalli

𝟔
𝒙 𝟏

-

𝟑
𝒚 𝟐

=

1

Social Science

10Th standard
MONTH

WEEK

TOPIC /
CONCEPT

LEARNING
OUTCOME
S

SUJJESTIVE
ACTIVITIES

EVALUATION

Recapitulation

History chapter-1 ADVENT OF EUROPEANS

REMARKS

TRADE BETWEEN INDIA
AND EUROPE

1) Learn about
Indian spices 1) List of Indian
in demand in
spices by
Europe
demand in
2) Knowing
Europe
that trade
2) List of
between India
reasons to call
and Europe
Constantinople
was going
the gateway to
through the
Europe
city of
Constantinople

Attempt to find new
sea route for India

The students will World map they
mark the the
will mark the
new sea route
different voyages
discovered by
taken by the
Vasco da Gama
different sailors

JANUARY

Second
Second
Week

COMPLETE
THE WORK
SHEET – 1
PREPARE FOR
THE
QUESTIONS
FOR THE
EXAMINATION

The arrival of the Dutch,
the English and the
French to the
Portuguese

Battle of Buxar
(1764)

Will learn about
different
attempts by the
Europeans
coming to India

Learn about the
causes and the
results

Will Mark the
European trading
centres in the
map of India

Complete
s the
worksheet
one and
prepares
for the
questions
1) Collect the
and
pictures of the
answers
leaders who
fought in the
that would
battle of Buxar. appear in
2) List out the
the
characteristics
examinati
of dual
on
government
system in
Bengal

Using Sama Veda
classes prepare the
children for the
examination

Dual government
system

Learn about dual
government
system and rates
functioning

Second week (2 Periods)

January

History chapter 2

Ranjeet Singh Anglo
Sikh war

Expansion of British rule

Learns about
causes and
results of the
wars

List out the
results of Anglo
Sikh war

Answering worksheet - 2 and
completing the homework is
important in view of
examination

Anglo Maratha wars

Impact of British rule

Second week (2 Periods)

Chapter 3

JANUARY

Learns about the List out the
Causes and
prominent
results
leaders

Administration and
judiciary system

Learns about
judiciary system
and police
system during
British rule

Prepare a chart
explaining the
changes brought
during the British
rule in judiciary
system and the
police force

Completing worksheet -3 and
preparing the children to to
face the examination

Education system

January

Third week (two periods)

Political science chapter 1

Unemployment,
corruption,
communalism, status
of women, terrorism

Launch about
impact of British
education in
India

List out the the
impact of British
education on
Indians

Problem of India and their solutions

List out the
measures taken
Learns about the
by the central
problems faced by
government to
independent India
solve these
problems

Complete the the worksheet - 4
and preparing the children to
complete homeworks

Sociology chapter 1

January

Third week (two periods)

Social stratification

Learns about the
Characteristics of
social
stratification

Social stratification

List out the the
social problems in
your locality
Complete the worksheet - 5 and

prepare for the examination

Legal measures to
eradicate
untouchability

Learns about The
constitutional and
legal measures to
eradicate
untouchability

List of the
constitutional and
legal measures to
eradicate
untouchability in
India

Indian physiography

Third week (two periods)

January

Geography chapter 2

Northern mountains
northern plains pencil
plateaus coastal
regions and Islands

Draw an outline
Learns about the
map of India
physiography of
Mark the physical
Complete the worksheet - 6 and
India its
features and
prepare for the examination
characteristics and colour them with
importance
different colours
to differentiate

4th week (two periods)

January

Geography chapter 3
Different types of seasons
in India summer, winter,
Southwest monsoon and
retreating monsoon
season

Learn about the
distribution of rainfall
under classifications

Lines about the
causes for the
different changes
in the climatic
conditions

Learns about the
different areas of
high rainfall and low
rainfall regions in
India

Climate of India

In the map of
India marks the
distribution of
rainfall

Complete the worksheet - 7 and
prepare for the examination

Economics chapter 1

4th week (two periods)

January

Development , under
development

Human development
index gender related
development

Development

Characteristics

Learns about the
human
development index
and its
characteristics

List out the
human
development
indicators and
their
characteristics

Complete the worksheet - 8 give
homework

4th week (two periods)

January

Business studies chapter 1

Bank transactions
services rendered by
banks functions of
banks advantages of
having bank account
post offices and Its
services

Bank transactions

Learns about the
Visit the bank in
the advantages of
which you have
having a bank
an account it and
account and tries
try to to find out
to open a bank
the the rate of
account, Lawrence
interest given in
about bank
the bank
transactions

Complete the worksheet - 9 and
prepare for the examination

Worksheet 1
History -1 Advent of Europeans To India
Choose the correct answer from the four choices given
1. Blue water policy was introduced by _______________________________
A) Duplay

B) Lombardini

C) sir Thomas roe

D) Francisco de Almeida

2. The present name of Constantinople is _______________________________
A) Rome

B) Portugal

C) Istanbul

D) Holland

3. In 1453 Aotomon Turks captured _______________________________
A) Venice

B) Rome

C) Israel

D) Constantinople

4. New sea route to India from Europe was discovered by_______________________________
A) Vasco da Gama

B) Robert Clive

C) Thomas Munro

D) duplay

Fill in the blanks
1. The gateway of European trade during ancient days was____________________________
2. Goa was a major trading centre of______________________________
3. The French capital trading centre in India was______________________________
4. The battle fought between Siraj ud daulah and Robert Clive in 1757 was_______________
5. Diwani rights work given to East India company by______________________________
6. Dual government was introduced in Bengal by______________________________
7. Monopoly over European trade was established since ages by_____________________
8. The European countries that encourages voyages over the seas were __________________
9. The famous French governor general is ______________________________
10. Vasco de Gama first reached the coastal area of India_________________________

Answer these questions in a sentence each
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Established the Portuguese power in India?
Who gave the permission to East India company to establish the trading centre in Surat?
Who gave Bombay to East India company on rent?
Name the Mughal emperor who gave some villages near Kolkata to British.
Which was the trading centre of English in Madras?
What is diwani rights?
Who captured Constantinople in 1453?
Why was Mir khasim dethroned?

Answer the following questions in two to four sentences each
1. How Was trade carried on between India and Europe in in middle ages?
Or
Constantinople was called as the gateway of European trade justify
2. Which factors influencer the discovery of new sea route to India?
3. What were the causes for battle of Buxar?
4. Battle of Buxar helped the British to you gain power substantiate

In the world map mark these
1. Vasco da Gama’s trade route to India
2. Portugal
3. France
4. Holland

Prepare the pyramid with the help of clues
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The total number of British presidencies in India
The French governor
The state of India to which Vasco da Gama reached
The war fought between English and French in South India
The
he British commander who defeated the combined forces in Atlas baksar
The Portuguese established Monopoly over this c with the help of Blue water policy

Worksheet 2
History -2

Expansion of British rule
Fill in the blanks with suitable answers
This can also be practiced by framing them as multiple choice questions
1. The treaty that was signed ending first Anglo Maratha war____________________
2. The last Maratha peshwa was____________________________
3. Second Anglo Maratha war ended with the treaty of ___________________
4. In Satara the British placed him as the Maratha chief__________________

Answer these questions in a sentence each
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Who became the the peshva after first Anglo Maratha war?
What was the main cause for second Anglo Maratha war?
Name the treaty that ended second Anglo Maratha war
Who merged Punjab INR to British Empire
Who led the revolt against the British at Lahore and Multan

Work sheet 3
History - 3 Impact of British rule
Fill in the blanks with suitable answers
1. The judiciary named diwani Adalat was established by ____________________________
2. The post of superintendent of police was created by____________________________
3. English education was introduced in India by____________________________
4. A report to introduce English education in India was recommended by________________
5. The report that encourage ad to establish the department of public instruction and primary education
was____________________________

Answer the following questions in a sentence each
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Introduced civil service system in India
Established fort William college in Kolkata
Who proclaimed that every Indian is a corrupt?
Who introduced diwani Adalat and faujdari Adalat?
what is diwani Adalat ?
what is faujdari Adalat?
under whose control was civil court functioning?
Who introduced red police system in India?
Who created the superintendent of police post in India?
What were the functions of Kotwal?
What is the importance of 1902 police commission act?
Which was the committee established to reframe the military system?
Who started madrasa at Kolkata?

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Who started Banaras Sanskrit college?
Who proposed the introduction of English education extensively?
Who was the head of department of public instruction committee?
Which is the base for the present education system?
Who introduced Zed universities at Calcutta Bombay and Madras?

Answer the following questions in about 6 to 8 sentences
1. What were the modifications introduced in British police system
2. Explain the judiciary system introduced by East India company
3. List out the impact of British education in India

Work sheet 4
Political science – 1
THE PROBLEMS OF INDIA AND THEIR SOLUTIONS
Fill in the blanks with suitable answers
1. Developing great attachment towards one’s own region of his residence_______________
2. The linguistic States was created in India in the year____________________________
3.

the organisation established in Karnataka to check corruption_____________________

4. The total population of India as per 2011 census____________________________
5. Observing the conditions of women I can understand that country’s progressive system was said
by____________________________
6. Most nasty system of practice in Indian society is____________________________
7. The first female President of India is____________________________
8. Indian foreign policy was formulated by____________________________

Answer the following questions in a sentence each
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is the meaning of women empowerment?
What is the reason for 33% reservation for women folk in Karnataka?
What are women self help groups?
What is unemployment?
What are the programmes launched by Karnataka Government to improve the conditions of rural women?
Mention the situations where communalism sprout out?

Answer the following questions in two to four sentences each
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What are the problems faced by independent India?
Communalism is a threat to national integrity how?
What are the methods to curb communalism?
What are the impacts of terrorism?
What measures are taken to check terrorism in India?
What measures are taken to improve the conditions of women in India?
What measures are taken to to solve the problem of unemployment in India?

8. How can corruption be checked?

Worksheet 5
Sociology - 1 Social stratification
Fill in the blanks with suitable answers
1. The article that provides opportunities for minorities to establish their own institutions
is____________________________
2. Untouchability is prohibited under the article of our constitution_________________
3. Untouchability prohibition act was passed in the year ___________________
4. Article 29 of our constitution declares____________________________
5. Untouchability prohibition act was amended as____________________________
6. The divisions on society emerged mainly because of__________________
7. In South Africa the social stratification was in the form of____________________

Answer the following questions in two to four sentences each
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are the causes for social inequality?
What are the features of social stratification?
Untouchability is the stigma of the Indian society explain?
What are the constitutional provisions control untouchability in India?
What are the problems of untouchability?

Worksheet -6
Geography - 2 Physical features of India
Fill in the blanks with suitable answers
1. Greater Himalayas are also called as ____________________________
2. Himachal is also known as____________________________
3. The highest peak in South India is____________________________
4. Eastern ghats meet Western ghats at____________________________
5. The type of soil found in northern plains ____________________________
6. The largest physical feature of India is____________________________
7. Highest peak of the world is____________________________
8. The Western ghats in Karnataka is also known as____________________________
9. The birthplace of Ganga is____________________________
10. The northern maidan are also called as____________________________
11. Highest peak on Western ghats is____________________________
12. The highest peak on eastern ghats is____________________________
13. Highest peak on Mount Abu is____________________________
14. Godwin Austen or K2 is found in the mountain range_______________________
15. The foothills of Himalayas are____________________________

Answer the following questions in two to four sentences each

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Which are the major physical divisions of India?
What are the importance of northern mountains?
Differentiate between eastern ghats and Western ghats.
Differentiate between eastern coastal plains and Western coastal plains.
The peninsular plateau has a great economic importance. Justify
Explain the importance of Northern plains.
What are the economic importance of coastal plains of India?
Northern plains are also called as depositional plains. Why?
Name the Himalayan mountain ranges.
Which are the island groups of India?

Draw an outline map of India and mark these
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Central meridian
Tropic of Cancer
Indira col
Indira point
Park Street
Gulf of Mannar
Gulf of Kutch
K2 or Godwin Austen
Vindhyas
Aravali
Deccan plateau
Malwa plateau
Kanyakumari
Konkan coast
Utkal coast
Coromandel coast
Northern circars

Worksheet 7
Geography - 3 climate of India
Fill in the blanks with suitable answers
1. The type of climate found in India is____________________
2. The highest recorded rainfall in India is found at____________________
3. The lowest temperature recorded in India is at____________________
4. The coldest month in India is____________________
5. The highest recorded temperature in India is at____________________
6. The lowest recorded rainfall in India was at____________________
7. Thee northern plains experiences hottest conditions during summer because__________
8. Cyclones causes destruction because____________________

______________
9. Monsoon is derived from the Arabic word Mausam which means___________
10. The retreating monsoons start retreating by October
O
because____________________
_________

Answer the following questions in a sentence each
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What type of climate does India experience?
What are monsoon winds?
Which period is considered as rainy season in India?
What are the causes for showers during April and May?
What are Kala Baisakhi?
What are convectional rainfall?
How are alluvial soil is formed?

Answer the following questions in two to four sentences each
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Which factors influence the climate of India?
Which of the climatic seasons of India?
Explain the distribution of rainfall in India?
Which are the branches of Southwest monsoon in India?
Which period is considered as retreating monsoon period why?

Draw an outline map of India and mark
1.
2.
3.
4.

Drass
Ganganagar
Mawsynram
Royali

Worksheet 8
Economics - 1 Development
Fill in the blanks with suitable answers
1. The total production of goods and services in a year is called_______________
2. Human development is mainly dependent on_______________
3. The per capita income is derived by_______________
4. Human resource development can be measured with the help of_______________

Answer the following questions in a sentence each
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What is economic development?
Which of the income development indexes?
Expand HDI
What is human resource?
What is human development index?
How can we measure the countries educational standards?
How is per capita income derived?

8. Per capita income is not a true measure of patience development why?
9. When word economic development become real development?

Answer the following questions in two to four sentences each
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are the causes for human resource development in India?
Women Self help groups are best for women empowerment justify?
It's not correct measure Nations development with national income why?
What can be done to improve the life expectancy?
Which are the human development index ?

Worksheet 9
Business studies - 1 banking
Fill in the blanks with suitable answers
1. The word bank is derived from a French word_______________
2. The bankers bank is_______________
3. One of the examples for nationalised bank is_______________
4. National saving certificate or issued by_______________
5. The type of account where you can have any number of transaction in a day is________
6. The type of account where you can keep an amount for a period is_______________
7. The central Bank of India is_______________
8. The best type of bank account for a salaried person is_______________
9. The best type of bank account it for a businessman is_______________

Answer the following questions in two to four sentences each
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What are the functions of postal department?
Which of the the steps in opening a bank account?
Name the types of bank accounts.
What are the services rendered by banks?
What are the functions of banks?
What are the advantages of having a bank account?
List out the important types of banks.
Differentiate between savings bank account and current account.
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